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1 FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE, BEYOND GOOD AND EVIL 69 (Marion Faber ed. & trans., Oxford University Press 2008).
I. INTRODUCTION

Objections; misstates testimony. She said she doesn’t recall. Go ahead and answer if you have a different answer.
I — again, with a verbal — I need a verbal answer.
I don’t recall . . .

Objection; asked and answered. Go ahead and answer the question if you know.
I don’t recall, huh-uh . . .

Objection; vague and ambiguous as to ‘harm.’
Can you clarify harm, what harm means?
Do you understand – you know the English language quite well I take it.

Originally seen as a sharp instrument for truth’s discovery,2 a heady image still edued,3 the oral deposition authorized by Federal Rule of Civil

---

3 See, e.g., Life Plans, Inc. v. Sec. Life of Denver Ins. Co., 800 F.3d 343, 358 (7th Cir. 2015) (“The purpose of discovery is to refine the case and to prepare it for trial based on a full understanding of the relevant facts.”); King v. Asset Appraisal Servs., Inc., No.
Procedure 30, observers would later conclude, had lost much of its effectiveness by the time the Rules reached middle-age. Repeated objections, often lengthy and suggestive, appeared to have rendered too many depositions long and unproductive, and exchanges akin to the ones excerpted throughout this article were judged to be far too common. True, many depositions smoothly took place. Even so, pesky objections of dubious need and value, their exclamation inconsistent with the collegiality implicitly favored by the Rules’ discovery provisions, seemingly mucked up the functioning of the Rules’ pretrial-discovery system with maddening regularity. Wholly unexpectedly, discovery had transformed litigation into an “ordeal,” efficiency and justice, the fixed

8:05CV27, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 67224, at *3, 2006 WL 6475586 (D. Neb. Sept. 14, 2006) (“Discovery rules are to be ‘broadly and liberally construed’ in order to serve the purpose of discovery, which is to provide the parties with information essential to the proper litigation of all relevant facts, to eliminate surprise, and to promote settlement.”) (citing, among others, Rolscreen Co. v. Pella Prods. of St. Louis, Inc., 145 F.R.D. 92, 94 (S.D. Iowa 1992)).

4 Throughout this article, this article uses the word “Rule” or “Rules” to refer to one or more Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

5 By one account, during their first thirty years, the Rules worked satisfactorily. JOHN H. BEISNER, U.S. CHAMBERS INST. FOR LEGAL REFORM, THE CENTRE CANNOT HOLD: THE NEED FOR EFFECTIVE REFORM OF THE U.S. CIVIL DISCOVERY PROCESS 9 (2010).


7 THE SEDONA CONFERENCE, THE SEDONA CONFERENCE COOPERATION PROCLAMATION 1 (2008) (“Lawyers have twin duties of loyalty: While they are retained to be zealous advocates for their clients, they bear a professional obligation to conduct discovery in a diligent and candid manner.”); see also, e.g., Bonilla v. Trebol Motors Corp., No. 92-1795 (JP), 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 4370, at *7–8, 1997 WL 178844, at *3 (D.P.R. Mar. 27, 1997) (quoting Schwarzer, supra note 2, at 714); cf. Griffin B. Bell, Chilton D. Varner & Hugh O. Gottschalk, Automatic Disclosure in Discovery – The Rush to Reform, 27 GA. L. REV. 1, 12–14 (1992) (discussing the various reasons why self-regulation of discovery has become increasingly problematic in recent years, including lawyers’ conception of themselves as their clients’ zealous advocates). Over the last twenty years, many model codes have deleted such once common references to zealous advocacy. E. Phelps Gay, Professionalism in Depositions: The Sound of Silence, 54 FED’N DEF. & CORP. COUNS. Q. 193, 195 n.7 (2011).


9 Schwarzer, supra note 2, at 716; see also, e.g., Dahl v. City of Huntington Beach, 84 F.3d 363, 364 (9th Cir. 1996) (“If there is a hell to which disputatious, uncivil, vituperative lawyers go, let it be one in which the damned are eternally locked in discovery disputes with other lawyers of equally repugnant attribute” (citing Krueger v. Pelican Prod. Corp., No. CIV-87-2385-A (W.D. Okla. Feb. 24, 1989)); Francis E. McGovern & E. Allan Lind, The Discovery Survey, 51 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 41, 41 (1988) (“Formal discovery under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is one of the most abused and obsfucated aspects of our litigation practice.”).
stars in the Rules’ cosmography, 10 often unrealizable due to such interruptions’ prevalence. 11 So the story went; so it still goes. 12

In response to this perception, 13 even as one command remained mostly unchanged, 14 Rules 26, 30, and 32 would be repeatedly redrafted. Sanctified by history, in 1938 and ever afterward, some objections were deemed too valuable for waiver to ever be appropriate. 15 But those “relat[ing] to the manner of taking the deposition, the form of a question or answer, the oath or affirmation, a party’s conduct, or other matters that might have been corrected at that time” were made so if “not timely made during the deposition,” 16 an unadulterated codification of the so-called “contemporaneous objection rule.” 17 Today, however, objections must

---

10 See FED. R. CIV. P. 1; cf. Surowitz v. Hilton Hotels Corp., 383 U.S. 363, 373, 86 S. Ct. 845, 851, 15 L. Ed. 2d 807, 814 (1966) (“The basic purpose of the Federal Rules is to administer justice through fair trials . . . . These rules were designed in large part to get away from some of the old procedural booby traps which common-law pleaders could set to prevent unsophisticated litigants from ever having their day in court.”).


12 See, e.g., Sec. Nat’l Bank v. Jones Day, 800 F.3d 936, 942 (8th Cir. 2015); Grimm & Yellin, supra note 8; at 499; Beisner, supra note 8, at 549–50.


15 See FED. R. CIV. P. 32(d)(3)(A) (classifying only those objections relating to a defect that “might have been corrected at” the deposition’s time as subject to waiver); Deno v. Blackman, No. 10 Civ. 8550 (KBF), 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 137247, at *3, 2011 WL 5980174, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 30, 2011) (citing language, as encapsulated in an earlier version of Rule 32).


17 Moritz, supra note 14, at 1374. Colloquially, the contemporaneous objection rule holds that objections not made when grounds originally arise at trial may not be later raised on appeal. See FED. R. CRIM. P. 51(b); United States v. David, 83 F.3d 638, 644–45 (4th Cir. 1996) (“[O]ne of the fundamental purposes of the contemporaneous objection rule is to protect judicial resources, in particular by ensuring that the trial courts will have an opportunity to avoid errors that might otherwise necessitate time-consuming retrial.”); cf. Craig Lee Murphy, Trial Objections from Beginning to End: The Handbook for Civil and Criminal Trials, 29 PEPP. L. REV. 243 (2002) (summarizing some of the most common trial
also be “stated concisely in a nonargumentative and nonsuggestive manner” and may not include an instruction to the deponent not to answer if unnecessary “to preserve a privilege, to enforce a limitation ordered by the court, or to present a motion under Rule 30(d)(3).” While the contemporaneous objection rule had been borrowed from another era, this requirement was newer, crafted so as to address concerns previously deemed unpersuasive. In once more attempting to mend this supposedly broken system, the most recent amendments to the Rules have left much untouched, and crucial questions unanswered.

With only these express provisions and apparent ills as touchstones, a growing cavalcade of courts and scholars have wrangled over the proper content of an objection to a question’s form. Many have insisted that the Rules, expressly and implicitly, condone the use of such phrases as “objection to form” or “objection, form” and nothing more. To them, such simple form objections, the phrase used in this article, are alone suitable. Others have demurred. Because the Rules clearly encourage and arguably impel that a proper objection divulge its precise ground, this coterie has asseverated that a simple form objection will never suffice. Instead, precise form objections, this piece’s contrasting term, must always be used, an objection’s foundation”—”asked and answered,” “ambiguous,” “argumentative,” “compound,” and more—immediately published and inscribed into an unadorned record. At present, as courts doggedly quibble and districts inconsistently codify, precedent evinces a loud discord over whether a simple or a precise form objection best fits with the Rules’ text and structure.

Like Professor Moritz, this article adopts the trial term for the rule though it deals solely with depositions. Moritz, supra note 14, at 1354 n.8.


On December 1, 2015, a number of proposed amendments to Rules 1, 26, 34, among others, became effective. For a summary, see Daniel M. Braude & Marianna Codispoti, Will Changes to Federal Rules Reduce Scope of Discovery?, LAW360, Dec. 11, 2015. Due to these amendments, some of the cases cited herein cite to these provisions, as numbered before December 1, 2015, though the language itself did not necessarily change. Thus, while this article cites to the Rules as newly amended, some of the cases will technically cite to the pre-winter of 2015 variants. As with other stylistic or structural changes effected since 1938, only where the operative language was substantively changed, i.e. Rule 34(b)(2)(C), will it be so noted.

See infra Part ILB.

This article, then, does not concern itself with the kind of deposition misconduct punished in such cases as Paramount Commc’ns Inc. v. QVC Network, Inc., 637 A.2d 34 (Del. 1994), and Hall v. Clifton Precision, 150 F.R.D. 525 (E.D. Pa. 1993). See also, e.g., Castillo v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. Co., 938 F.2d 776, 779–80 (7th Cir. 1991); Unique
Delving into their language, specific context, and overall design before and after December 1, 2015, as required by prevailing principles of rule construction, this article takes a side, explicating why the Rules compel the use of precise form objections over their plainer kin. As a prelude, Part II summarizes the relevant Rules and the conflicting case law. Part III thereupon discusses the problems posed by uncertain denotations and the Rules’ abstruse terminology and contradictory history. These preliminaries completed, Part IV proposes a rigorous defense for the use of precise form objections and an attack on the preference for simple form objections exhibited by too many. So as to cement this analysis’ viability, Part IV first gives a short rundown of the law’s most basic interpretive canons. Often overlooked, these controlling precepts must be consulted in an effort to divine the propriety of a particular form objection, for they dictate how the meaning of the Rules entire must be gleaned. Once these tenets are employed, as Part IV proceeds to show, precise form objections have three clinching virtues: unlike simple form objections, they (1) conform to the plain language of Rule 30(c)(2), (2) comport with the text and rationale of Rule 30(d), and (3) are more likely to attain Rule 32(d)(3)’s utilitarian ends. Further buttressing this normative conclusion, Part IV concludes by demonstrating that only these objections accord with the oral deposition’s purpose and discovery’s spirit. Proposed with caution, a resolution to a bubbling dispute lies herein, one that may ensure more modern depositions measure up to Rule 30’s lofty ambitions, rooted deep and not yet gone.

II. SOURCES OF GUIDANCE

Okay. I’m going to note for the record that counsel’s objections

Concepts, Inc. v. Brown, 115 F.R.D. 292, 293–94 (S.D.N.Y. 1987); Stengel v. Kawasaki Heavy Indus., 116 F.R.D. 263, 267–68 (N.D. Tex. 1987); Gay, supra note 7. The concerns raised in these cases and their progeny will matter, but as Part IV will explain, the reaction to toxic advocacy has failed to distinguish between the value of precise form objections and the use of discovery in a manner that results in “undue burden” and “unnecessary expense,” Sandra F. Gavin, Playing by the Rules: Strategies for Defending Depositions, 1999 L. REV. MICH. ST. U. DET. C. L. 645, 656 n.1 (1999) (emphasis added). Simply put, in the drive to banish all unnecessary obstruction, subtleties have been ignored, and no balance struck, as the Rules rightly read compel. See infra Part IV.


24 John S. Beckerman, supra note 8, at 514.

25 Cf. FED. R. CIV. P. 30 advisory committee’s note to 2015 amendment (“Rule 30 is amended in parallel with Rules 31 and 33 to reflect the recognition of proportionality in Rule 26(b)(1).”).
are coaching, which means that he’s basically telling you what
he wants you to say when I ask a question.
They’re completely not coaching. You’re badgering the
witness . . . .
Objection; vague and ambiguous as to ‘harm.’
Can you clarify harm, what harm means? . . .
Objection; asked and answered.
Yeah, I already answered the question.

A. Rules’ Text

Prior to September 16, 1938,26 a party’s right to depose another rarely
existed in federal court.27 A Progressive Era law had recognized it,28 but
it subsisted in a most cabined form and never for the purposes of pretrial
discovery.29 Influenced by equity’s looser currents, the first advisory
committee 30 extirpated these wizened controls. 31 The Rules thereby created a “most liberal deposition procedure,” separating the right to take statements from “the right to use them in court” and allowing for “[t]he utmost freedom . . . in taking depositions” and “the widest possible opportunity for knowledge by both the parties of all the facts before the trial.” 32 Old limitations were forsaken, and an aged protestation—“fishing expedition” 33—was divested of its former potency. 34 Until 1983, 35 so long as the deposition questions related to the subject-matter of an action, the

30 Unless otherwise noted, any reference to “advisory committee” is to the Advisory Committee on Rules of Civil Procedure, and “standing committee” to the Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure of the Judicial Conference of the United States.


32 Pike & Willis, supra note 27, at 1187 (emphasis in original); see also Schlagenhauf v. Holder, 379 U.S. 104, 114–15, 85 S. Ct. 234, 241, 13 L. Ed. 2d 152, 161 (1964) (“[T]he deposition-discovery rules are to be accorded a broad and liberal treatment . . . to effectuate their purpose that ‘civil trials in the federal courts no longer need be carried on in the dark.’” (citations omitted) (quoting Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495, 501, 507, 67 S. Ct. 385, 389, 91 L. Ed. 451, 457, 460 (1947))); Beisner, supra note 8, at 556 & n.38 (relying on William W. Schwarzer, Slaying the Monsters of Cost and Delay: Would Disclosure be More Effective Than Discovery?, 74 JUDICATURE 178, 178 (1991)).

33 See, e.g., Carter v. Good, 10 N.Y.S. 647, 647–48 (N.Y. Gen. Term 1890) (noting that “[t]he rule with regard to the examination of a party before trial is one of discretion” and bars any “procedure in the nature of a fishing expedition . . . a forbidden performance”); In re Davis, 16 P. 790, 792 (Kan. 1888) (“The privilege of taking depositions should not and cannot be employed to fish from a witness facts that are irrelevant or incompetent to the issues in the case to be tried.”); cf. In re Merkle, 19 P. 401, 402 (Kan. 1888) (finding a particular deposition to be “a justifiable fishing expedition,” this determination “depend[ent] upon several contingencies that are not within the control of those seeking to take the [relevant] deposition”).


35 In that year, the tide in favor of liberal discovery receded. See, e.g., Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 advisory committee’s note to 1983 amendment (“Given our adversary tradition and the current discovery rules, it is not surprising that there are many opportunities, if not incentives, for attorneys to engage in discovery that, although authorized by the broad, permissive terms of the rules, nevertheless results in delay.”); Brian Morris, Note, The 2015 Proposals to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure: Preparing for the Future of Discovery, 41 N. Ky. L. REV. 133, 133 (2014) (“For years, the various Judicial Rules Committees have received complaints about the abundant costs, burdens, and delays of litigating in the federal court system.” (citations omitted)).
Rules raised no bar to an oral deposition’s administration.\(^{36}\) In their proponents’ assessment, only by means of such relative openhandedness would discovery’s principal aims—issues’ narrowing and surprises’ elimination—be realizable.\(^{37}\)

In time, courts came to view the view Rules 30, 31, 33, 34, and 36 as fearsome implements. “[T]he wide latitude accorded to the inquiry,” which may presently relate to any relevant claim or defense, to facts both ultimate and evidentiary and not exclusively within an adverse entity’s knowledge or control, and is unfettered by the pesky doctrine of admissibility, partly explained this early impression.\(^{38}\) The fact that the Rules place no “initial burden on parties to justify their deposition and discovery requests” certainly helped.\(^{39}\) Even after December 1, 2015, this liberality, albeit tempered, has been retained.\(^{40}\)

Yet, for all their studious attention, the drafters omitted one topic from the Rules’ first iteration. With great care, they set forth a “detailed protocol”\(^{41}\) regarding a deposition’s proper procedure. However, these same authors and many of their successors remained “silent about how or what type of objections could be made, when a defending attorney could instruct the witness not to answer, and the consequences if one side

---


\(^{37}\) See, e.g., McHugh v. Olympia Entm’t, Inc., 37 F. App’x 730, 735 (6th Cir. 2002) (“Rule 26 must be read in light of its dual purposes of narrowing the issues and eliminating surprise.”); Barnes v. Dist. of Columbia., 270 F.R.D. 21, 24 (D.D.C. 2010) (“This type of request ‘can be most useful in narrowing and sharpening the issues, which is a major purpose of discovery.’” (quoting Fed. R. Civ. P. 33(b) advisory committee’s note to 1970 amendment)); Erica Gorga & Michael Halberstam, Litigation Discovery and Corporate Governance: The Missing Story about the “Genius of American Corporate Law”, 63 Emory L.J. 1383, 1410–11 (2014) (summarizing discovery’s original purposes).

\(^{38}\) Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(1); Official Comm. of Unsecured Creditors of Hechinger Inv. Co. of Del., Inc. v. Friedman (In re Subpoena Issued to Dennis Friedman), 350 F.3d 65, 70 (2d Cir. 2003).

\(^{39}\) In re Subpoena Issued to Dennis Friedman, 350 F.3d at 70.

\(^{40}\) Advisory Comm. on Civil Rules, Report to Comm. on Rules of Practice & Procedure 23 (May 2, 2014) (“Restoring the proportionality calculation to Rule 26(b)(1) does not change the existing responsibilities of the court and the parties to consider proportionality . . . . Nor is the change intended to permit the opposing party to refuse discovery simply by making a boilerplate objection that it is not proportional.”), cited in Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 advisory committee’s note to 2015 amendment. Despite the change, it is crucial to note that this language had been part of Rule 26 for more than twenty years. Id.

delayed or impeded the examination.” Though much would be added in 1993 and in the ensuing two decades, the Rules would continue to touch upon the requisite conduct of parties, counsel, and deponents in no more than a handful of stray sentences.

1. Spirit of Discovery (Rules 1 and 26)

The Rules’ first substantive paragraph defines their scope and purpose. Per Rule 1, “the Rules govern the procedure in all civil actions and proceedings in the United States district courts, except as stated in Rule 81.” Rule 1’s second independent clause promulgates the prescript intended to guide every rule’s construction and application: “[The Rules] should be construed, administered, and employed by the court and the parties to secure the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action and proceeding.” While the triad of “just, speedy, and inexpensive” date to 1937, two pertinent additions were made thereafter. First, in 1993, the advisory committee put in “and administered” with the “purpose” of clarifying the judge’s role: “[T]o recognize the affirmative duty of the court to exercise the authority conferred by the Rules to ensure that civil litigation is resolved not only fairly, but also without undue cost or delay.” As the advisory committee reminded attorneys, they too “share this responsibility with the judge to whom the case is assigned,” and “[e]ffective advocacy is consistent with — and indeed depends upon — cooperative and proportional use of procedure.” Second, as of December 1, 2015, “employed” has extended

---

43 See infra Part II.A.5.
44 FED. R. CIV. P. 1; United States v. Perez, 752 F.3d 398, 404 (4th Cir. 2014). Rule 81 enumerates “particular proceedings” to which the Rules do not automatically and fully apply, including price proceedings. FED. R. CIV. P. 81; cf. Application of Murra, 166 F.2d 605, 606 (7th Cir. 1948) (“[T]his rule was for the purpose, as to the proceedings therein designated, of avoiding conflict between procedure prescribed by the rules and that prescribed by statute.”).
45 FED. R. CIV. P. 1; cf. Grimm & Yellin, supra note 8, at 525 (emphasizing that Rule 1’s goals cannot be realized without cooperation amongst court, lawyers, and parties).
46 FED. R. CIV. P. 1 advisory committee’s note to 1993 amendment; see also Lonnie T. Brown, Civility and Collegiality—Unreasonable Judicial Expectations for Lawyers as Officers of the Court?, 2 ST. MARY’S J. LEGAL MALPRACTICE & ETHICS 324, 342–43 (2012) (touching upon this addition’s import).
this obligation to parties as well. In light of these revisions, every rule must be read and applied so as to realize the three values—justice, speed, and inexpensiveness—enthroned in Rule 1’s hortatory sentence. Significantly, courts have drawn further support for this interpretive direction from their vision of ideal discovery as “relatively collegial, timely, and productive” and determination to discourage “over-use, misuse, and abuse of procedural tools that increase cost and result in delay.”

Setting forth the Rules’ “pre-trial deposition-discovery mechanism” since 1970, two subsections directly relevant to a party’s deposition-related duties appear in Rule 26. Rule 26(b)(1) fixes discovery’s famously minimal relevance standard—“Parties may obtain discovery regarding any nonprivileged matter that is relevant to any party’s claim or defense”—and entitles a court to order “discovery of any


50 See, e.g., The Scotch Whisky Ass’n v. U.S. Distilled Prods. Co., 952 F.2d 1317, 1319 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (“Rule 1 sets the policy for construing all of these rules.”); United States v. Hoffa, 497 F.2d 294, 296 (7th Cir. 1974) (“All of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, including Rule 54(d) relating to costs, must be interpreted in light of Rule 1.”); Nasser v. Isthmian Lines, 331 F.2d 124, 127 (2d Cir. 1964) (“[T]he Rules were intended to embody a unitary concept of efficient and meaningful judicial procedure, and that no single Rule can consequently be considered in a vacuum.”); Paul J. McArdle, A Short and Plain Statement: The Significance of Leatherman v. Tarrant County, 72 U. Det. Mercy L. Rev. 19, 44 (1994) (“It must be recognized that the system of the Federal Rules was designed as an integrated whole.”).

51 Matthew L. Jarvey, Note, Boilerplate Discovery Objections: How They Are Used, Why They Are Wrong, and What We Can Do About Them, 61 Drake L. Rev. 913, 919 (2013).

52 Fed. R. Civ. P. 1 advisory committee’s note to 2015 amendment; see also Jean M. Cary, Rambo Depositions: Controlling an Ethical Cancer in Civil Litigation, 25 Hofstra L. Rev. 561, 579–92 (1996) (discussing the mechanisms provided by the Rules for remedying “Rambo behavior in depositions” before 1996). That this cooperative norm may be in conflict with the lawyers’ adversarial instincts has not escaped notice. Beckerman, supra note 8, at 521. The emphasis placed upon this principle by courts and advisory committees, as well as the removal of references to zealous advocacy in many modern code of ethics, may eventually prompt lawyers to adhere to a cooperative, anti-obstructive in discovery and reserve their zealousness for a trial’s cauldron. See, e.g., Alaska R. Civ. P. 30(d)(1); Ark. R. Civ. P. 30(d)(1); Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.310(c); Mass. R. Civ. P. 30(c); Md. R. Civ. P. CIR. CT. 2-415(g); Minn. R. Civ. P. 30.04(a); R.I. R. Civ. P. 30(d)(1); Tenn. R. Civ. P. 30.03; Tex. R. Civ. P. 199.5(d). At the very least, many so hope. See Judith L. Maute, Sporting Theory of Justice: Taming Adversary Zeal with a Logical Sanctions Doctrine, 20 Conn. L. Rev. 7, 10 (1987).


matter relevant to the subject matter involved in the action” upon a showing of “good cause.” Additionally, the body of Rule 26(b)(1) now encodes the proportionality standard that was extracted from Rule 26(b)(1) and placed in Rule 26(b)(2)(C) in 1983. As a result, more clearly than ever before, potential evidence’s discoverability is dependent upon its “proportionality to the needs of the case, considering the importance of the issues at stake in the action, the amount in controversy, the parties’ relative access to relevant information, the parties’ resources, the importance of the discovery in resolving the issues, and whether the burden or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its likely benefit.”

Concomitantly, Rule 26(b)(1) severs any link between relevance for purposes of discovery and admissibility: “Information within this scope of discovery need not be admissible in evidence to be discoverable,” a once express limit—“Relevant information need not be admissible at the trial if the discovery appears reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence”—thusly eliminated as of December 1, 2015.

With the breadth of Rule 1 and Rule 26(b)(1)
conspicuous, their linked criteria for verifying data’s relevance and assembling evidence so classified extends to depositions of parties and non-parties alike.60

Beyond according new prominence to an old test, Rule 26(b)(1) subjects “[a]ll discovery,” whether or not a dispute has arisen, to the limitations imposed by Rule 26(b)(2)(C).61 Consequently, several constraints—“the discovery sought is unreasonably cumulative or duplicative, or can be obtained from another source that is more convenient, less burdensome, or less expensive;” “the party seeking discovery has had ample opportunity to obtain the information by discovery in the action;” or “the burden or expense of the proposed discovery outweighs its likely benefit, considering the needs of the case, the amount in controversy, the parties’ resources, the importance of the issues at stake in the action, and the importance of the discovery in resolving the issues”62—cannot be ignored if a potential deponent chooses to oppose a notice or subpoena or terminate a suddenly unpleasant colloquy.63 Even absent such an action, a court may invoke Rule


61 FED. R. CIV. P. 26(b)(1); see also, e.g., Progressive Cas. Ins. Co. v. FDIC, 49 F. Supp. 3d 545, 562 (N.D. Iowa 2014); Colaco v. ASIC Advantage Simplified Pension Plan, 301 F.R.D. 431, 434 n.21 (N.D. Cal. 2014); cf. United States ex rel. Carter v. Bridgepoint Educ., Inc., 305 F.R.D. 225, 237–40 (S.D. Cal. 2015). Conceptually, the distinction between Rule 26(b)(1) and (b)(2)(C) is highly technical: while the proportional language in Rule 26(b)(1) circumscribes discovery’s scope and thus what a party may ask for from another, the factors in Rule 26(b)(2)(C)(i)–(ii) allow a court to limit production of evidence already within the scope of Rule 26(b)(1). That is, the evidence must first fall within Rule 26(b)(1) before Rule 26(b)(2)(C) can be utilized to foreclose discovery. However, the two sections effectively operate in tandem, so that any requested material’s actual release or question’s ultimate answer will depend on whether the request or question both meets the relevance and proportionality criteria in Rule 26(b)(1) and does not fall within the verboten categories in Rule 26(b)(2)(C). Indeed, Rule 26(b)(2)(C) specifically allows a court to limit discovery “outside the scope permitted by Rule 26(b)(1).” FED. R. CIV. P. 26(b)(2)(C)(ii).


63 FED. R. CIV. P. 26(b)(1), 30(d)(3)(B); see also, e.g., Kiln Underwriting, Ltd. v. Jesuit High Sch. of New Orleans, Nos. 05-04350c, 06-05060, 06-05057 Section “R” (4), 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 83535, at *4–6, 2008 WL 4286491, at *2 (E.D. La. Sept. 18, 2008) (considering whether to limit a Rule 30 deposition pursuant to former Rule 26(b)(2)(C) in
26(b)(2)(C) sua sponte, any such analysis incorporating the relevance and proportionality gauges lodged in Rule 26(b)(1).

Considering Rules 1 and 26’s universal reach and discretionary character, the possibility of conflict in any rules’ interpretation and administration based on a peculiar constellation of facts ever lurks. For decades, the Rules have treated the most assiduous utilization of discovery’s foremost riggings—the deposition, requests for admission, interrogatories, and production of documents—with benign tolerance. Nevertheless, the right to employ this foursome in pursuit of even plainly relevant discovery may today be circumscribed pursuant to Rule 1’s second clause, Rule 26(b)(1), and Rule 26(b)(2)(C), control of discovery mostly left to the trial court’s sound discretion. By virtue of this development, a complaint that the Rules’ first drafters sought to

---


neuter\textsuperscript{70} has been reinvigorated, many courts again declaring: “Discovery should not serve as a fishing expedition . . . .”\textsuperscript{71}

2. Special Class of Depositions (Rule 27)

Of use only before an action is filed or pending an appeal, Rule 27 licenses depositions to perpetuate testimony.\textsuperscript{72} For Rule 27 to apply, the petitioner must “show that there is a risk of loss of the desired testimony,”\textsuperscript{73} its “immediate taking” essential “to preserve it for future use.”\textsuperscript{74} When it was devised, it emulated “equity practice” and then “modern statutes.”\textsuperscript{75}

Rule 27(a) governs prior to an action’s commencement. It first requires that a person file a verified petition, titled in their name, in the adverse party’s resident district specifically asking for an order authorizing the latter’s deposition.\textsuperscript{76} The petition itself must meet five separate requirements and be served on the expected adverse party, with a notice stating the proposed hearing’s time and place, at least twenty-one days before the hearing date.\textsuperscript{77} If the court is satisfied that “perpetuating the testimony may prevent a failure or delay of justice,” an order must issue designating the persons to be deposed and specifying its subject-matter and mode.\textsuperscript{78} Hereafter, the deposition may proceed within the

\textsuperscript{70} See cases cited supra notes 33–34.


\textsuperscript{72} F ED. R. CIV. P. 27; Sunderland, supra note 60, at 740 (describing Rule 27 as “concurrent” with “state methods for perpetuating testimony”).


\textsuperscript{74} In re Yamaha Motor Corp., 251 F.R.D. 97, 98 (N.D.N.Y. 2008).

\textsuperscript{75} FED. R. CIV. P. 27 advisory committee’s note (1938).


\textsuperscript{77} FED. R. CIV. P. 27(a)(1)(A)–(E), (2); In re Blow Wind Shipping Ltd., 267 F.R.D. 32, 33 (D. Me. 2010).

parameters of Rules 30 or 31, a court enabled to issue any necessary orders pursuant to Rules 34 and 35. Once taken, a Rule 27(a) deposition may be utilized, as permitted by Rule 32(a), in any “later-filed district court-action involving the same subject matter if the deposition either was taken under these rules or, although not so taken, would be admissible in evidence in the courts of the state where it was taken.”

Rule 27(b) applies to depositions “if an appeal has been taken or may still be taken.” A party must move for leave to take such depositions, complying with the same notice and service requirements “as if the action were pending in the district court.” The motion so requesting must indicate “the name, address, and expected substance of the testimony of each deponent” and outline “the reasons for perpetuating the testimony.” Upon applying the same standard specified in Rule 27(a)(3)—“to avoid [a] failure or delay of justice”—a court may authorize the taking of these depositions, issuing any order permitted under Rules 34 and 35. Rule 27(b) depositions may be used “as any other deposition taken in a pending district-court action.”


80 FED. R. CIV. P. 32(a)(1) (specifying the conditions for a deposition’s use); see infra Part II.B.4.
Meant to aid in the eventual adjudication of substantive rights, Rule 27 offers “a simple method of perpetuating testimony.”

Notwithstanding this fact, because its ambit is narrower than that delimited by Rule 30 or 31, Rule 27 cannot substitute for general discovery. More importantly, in the interval after a case’s filing but before its appeal, the interplay between Rules 26 and either Rule 30 if an oral deposition is sought or Rule 31 if a written one is desired controls.

3. Deposition Procedures (Rules 30 and 31)

Whether taken for purposes of trial or discovery, Rule 30 regulates the oral deposition, that “most potent and searching means of discovery.” “Without leave,” though subject to specifically enumerated and narrowly construed exceptions, a party in a filed suit may examine “any person,” including but not limited to a party, “by oral questions.” If necessary or if desired, attendance may be ensured by means of a subpoena under Rule 87 Mosseller v. United States, 158 F.2d 380, 382 (2d Cir. 1946), cited in, e.g., Reynolds v. Am. Express Entity One, No. 7-09CV00228, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 73893, at *3–4, 2009 WL 2578964, at *1 (W.D. Va. Aug. 20, 2009); Deiulemar Campagnia di Navigazione S.P.A. v. M/V Allegra, 198 F.3d 473, 484 (4th Cir. 1999).

88 FED. R. CIV. P. 27 advisory committee’s note (1938).


94 FED. R. CIV. P. 30(a)(1); LeKoe v. Jos. A. Bank Clothiers, Inc., 577 F.3d 240, 246 (4th Cir. 2009); Sunderland, supra note 60, at 741 (describing the right to a deposition to be “absolute and unconditional, except that if the deposition is desired before answer served, leave of court must be obtained” and emphasizing that the right is “ordinarily to be exercised on mere notice”). Rule 30(a)(2) lists the exceptions. FED. R. CIV. P. 30(a)(2); I/P Engine, Inc. v. AOL, Inc., 283 F.R.D. 322, 323 (E.D. Va. 2012).
45. Rule 30’s formal requirements plentiful, “examination and cross-examination of a deponent proceed as they would at trial under the Federal Rules of Evidence, except Rules 103 and 615.” In general, a witness possesses “the same rights and privileges as would a witness testifying in court at a trial.”

At the same time, once a deposition has commenced, Rules 30(c) limits the non-deposing party’s maneuverability. While “[a]n objection at the time of the examination—whether to evidence, to a party’s conduct, to the officer’s qualifications, to the manner of taking the deposition, or to any other aspect of the deposition—must be noted on the record . . . the examination still proceeds . . . subject to any [such] objection.” Only an objection voiced so as to preserve a privilege, enforce a court’s own limitation, or to present a motion under Rule 30(d)(3) to terminate or limit a deposition “on the ground that it is being conducted in bad faith or in a manner that unreasonably annoys, embarrasses, or oppresses the deponent or party” entitles the deponent to refuse to answer and a lawyer to so

---

95 FED. R. CIV. P. 30(a)(1). A party may be deposed purely by notice. United States v. $ 160,066.98 from Bank of Am., 202 F.R.D. 624, 627 (S.D. Cal. 2001); see also, e.g., Calderon v. Experian Info. Solutions, Inc., 287 F.R.D. 629, 631 (D. Idaho 2012) (“It is, of course, black letter law that only a party to a lawsuit may be deposed pursuant to notice as opposed to subpoena.”). If they do not consent, non-parties may only be deposed via subpoena. FED. R. CIV. P. 30 advisory committee’s note to 1971 amendment; Lehman v. Kornblau, 206 F.R.D. 345, 346 (E.D.N.Y. 2001) (“Discovery of non-parties must be conducted by subpoena pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 45, not the rules governing discovery of parties.”); cf. Moon v. SCP Pool Corp., 232 F.R.D. 633, 636 (C.D. Cal. 2005) (concluding that once a non-party is served in accordance with Rule 45, it is under the same obligation that would be conferred on a party to whom request is addressed pursuant to Rule 30).


99 FED. R. CIV. P. 30(c)(2); Sec. Nat’l Bank of Sioux City v. Abbott Labs., 299 F.R.D. 595, 602 (N.D. Iowa 2014), rev’d, 800 F.3d 936 (8th Cir. 2015). The Eighth Circuit reversed not because the behavior was not sanctionable but because no advance notice had been given of the unusual nature of the sanctions being considered. 800 F.3d at 944.

100 FED. R. CIV. P. 30(d)(3)(A) (emphasis added); D.A. v. Meridian Joint Sch. Dist. No. 2., 289 F.R.D. 614, 633 (D. Idaho. 2013). If a party “so demands,” the deposition is suspended “for the time necessary to obtain an order” from the appropriate court. FED. R. CIV. P. 30(d)(3)(A); Bozic v. City of Wash., Pa., 912 F. Supp. 2d 257, 278 (W.D. Pa. 2012) (observing that “[i]f defendant’s counsel believed the deposition had become so hostile to the witness that it could not and should not continue, the proper remedy was to suspend the deposition and seek an immediate protective order of this Court, rather than to engage in the self-help of simply walking out”).
instruct. Hence, outside of a privilege being threatened or a judicial order being flouted, only “the manner in which the interrogation is conducted” may constitute “[a] ground[] for refusing to proceed, followed by the required motion to seek relief.”

The confusing final word in its original title—“Interrogatories”—swapped with a far more accurate one—”Questions”—in 1970, Rule 31 authorizes “but another method of obtaining the same information that might be procured by an oral examination” under Rule 30. Little changed in substance since its formulation, Rule 31 permits a party to “depose any person, including a party[,]” by use of written questions “without leave of court except as provided in Rule 31(a)(2).” Such leave must be obtained, “to the extent consistent with Rule 26(b)(2),” if either the deponent is imprisoned or both “the parties have not stipulated to the deposition” and one of any three facts is proven: “(i) the deposition would result in more than 10 depositions being taken under this rule or Rule 30 by the plaintiffs, or by the defendants, or by the third-party defendants; (ii) the deponent has already been deposed in the case; or (iii) the party seeks to take a deposition before the time specified in Rule 26(d).” If a party opts to use Rule 31, the written questions must be served on every other party with a notice containing the details specified in Rule 31(a)(3). “[S]ervice of all questions, including cross, redirect, and recross, is to be made on all parties,” thereby “enabl[ing all] . . . to participate fully in the...
procedure.” Practically speaking, for a deposition pursuant to Rule 31 to be subsequently useful and “to save expense and time,” written questions ought to “be carefully constructed to elicit specific facts, not conclusory generalities.”

Upon these questions’ service, other obligations are triggered. Naturally, the parties’ chosen officer must first be given copies of “all the questions served and of the notice.” He or she must then “promptly proceed in the manner provided in Rule 30(c), (e), and (f): (1) to take the deponent’s testimony . . . ; (2) prepare and certify the deposition; and (3) send it to the party, attaching a copy of the questions and of the notice.”

While Rule 31 says nothing more about this officer’s duties, it has been construed as forbidding him or her from “add[ing] his [or her] own gratuitous comments on the demeanor of the witness or on answers or statements made by the witness other than those included” in the written questions. In these kind of depositions, “[t]he counsel who prepared the written questions does not participate in the questioning,” and “[t]he reading of the questions is done by the officer before whom the deposition is taken.” Rule 31 sets a precise schedule for “cross-questions” (14 days), “redirect questions” (7 days), and “recross-questions” (7 days); a court retains the power “to extend or shorten” these deadlines “for good cause.” Meanwhile, the party who noticed the deposition “must notify

---

109 FED. R. CIV. P. 31 advisory committee’s note to 1970 amendment.
116 FED. R. CIV. P. 31(a)(5). These timespans were expanded in 1970, experience having shown “the existing time limits . . . to be unrealistically short.” FED. R. CIV. P. 31(a) advisory committee’s note to 1970 amendment. Constriction followed. FED. R. CIV. P. 31(a) advisory committee’s note to 1993 amendment.
all other parties when it is completed,” but it is the party who “files the deposition [who] must promptly notify all other parties of the filing.”

4. General Restrictions on a Deposition’s Use (Rule 32)

Although Rules 30 and 31 provide for much freedom in the taking of depositions, Rule 32 imposes “restrictions . . . upon their use.” In general, Rule 32(a) sets the relevant legal standard, allowing for the use of a deposition “against a party” at a trial or a hearing so long as “the party was present or represented at the taking of the deposition or had reasonable notice of it,” “it is used to the extent it would be admissible under the Federal Rules of Evidence if the deponent were present and testifying,” and “the use is allowed by Rule 32(a)(2) through (8).” Rule 32(a)(2) authorizes a deposition for purposes of contradiction or impeachment of “the deponent as a witness, or any other purpose allowed by the Federal Rules of Evidence.”

[F]or any purpose,” an adverse party may utilize the deposition of “a party or anyone who, when deposed, was the party’s officer, director, managing agent, or designee under Rule 30(b)(6) or 31(a)(4).” Rule 32(a)(4) defines an “unavailable witness,” “whether or not a party,” whose deposition testimony may then “be use[d] for any purpose”; “ph[r]ased in the disjunctive,” a party need show only one of five categories for a witness to be classified as “unavailable” for this subsection’s purposes. Supplementary restrictions are appended to depositions taken on short notice or if a deponent cannot obtain an attorney to represent him or her during the deposition despite “diligent efforts.”

Footnotes:

119 FED. R. CIV. P. 31(c)(2) (emphasis added).
120 Pike & Willis, supra note 27, at 1187 (emphasis in original).
121 FED. R. CIV. P. 32(a)(1); Sara Lee Corp. v. Kraft Foods, Inc., 276 F.R.D. 500, 502 (N.D. Ill. 2011) (noting that while “[p]arties at trial generally must prove their cases with live testimony rather than depositions,” this rule “is subject to numerous exceptions,” as reflected in Rule 32).
Rule 32(a) makes two more explicit allowances. First, substitution of a party under Rule 25 “does not affect the right to use a deposition previously taken.”127 Second, “lawfully taken” depositions “filed in any federal- or state-court action may be used in a later action involving the same subject matter between the same parties” or as allowed by the Federal Rules of Evidence.128

Presuming these hurdles have been cleared or these exceptions satisfied, Rule 32(c) delineates the requisite forms of presentation.129 Echoing Federal Rule of Evidence 106,130 “[i]f a party offers in evidence only part of a deposition, an adverse party may require the offeror to introduce other parts that in fairness should be considered with the part introduced, and any party may itself introduce any other parts.”131 Under Rule 32, a court retains considerable discretion in determining whether to admit deposition testimony132 as substantive evidence,133 no distinction extant “between discovery depositions and depositions for use at trial.”134

5. Deposition Objections: Manner (Rules 30) and Waiver (Rule 32)

Per Rule 30(c)(2), any objection must be “stated concisely in a nonargumentative and nonsuggestive manner,”135 a command meant to be

127 FED. R. CIV. P. 32(a)(7); In re Freedman, 431 B.R. at 255.
128 FED. R. CIV. P. 32(a)(8); Perry v. City of Stamford, 996 F. Supp. 2d 74, 80 (D. Conn. 2014).
132 Allgeier v. United States, 909 F.2d 869, 876 (6th Cir. 1990).
reinforced by lawyers’ anticipated professionalism and collegiality, and “the general rule that counsel should not engage in any conduct during a deposition that would not be allowed in the presence of a judicial officer.” Adopted in 1993, this addition targeted “the number of interruptions during depositions,” most especially “unwarranted, lengthy speaking objections.” Heeding the import of this emendation, courts now disallow a witness’ own counsel from interpreting a question

136 See supra notes 2, 9; see also Ethicon Endo-Surgery v. U.S. Surgical Corp., 160 F.R.D. 98, 99 (S.D. Ohio 1995); The Sedona Conference, supra note 7, at 1; W. Bradley Wendel, Rediscovering Discovery Ethics, 79 Marq. L. Rev. 895, 913, 938 (1996) (defending the existence of a good faith ethical obligation for purposes of discovery). As literature exhaustively suggests, history has arguably shown otherwise. See Wayne D. Brazil, The Adversary Character of Civil Discovery: A Critique and Proposals for Change, 31 Vand. L. Rev. 1295, 1298–1300 (1978) (discussing the drafters’ original hopes and misconceptions). Some have criticized this notion despite its possible positive effects for “fail[ing] to accord proper weight to lawyers’ client-centered obligations and, as a result, may unduly compromise their ability to advocate zealously and effectively on behalf of clients.” Brown, supra note 46, at 360. Even this critic, however, recognized that “the officer-of-the-court label serves as a laudable reminder that lawyers’ professional responsibility encompasses more than myopic adherence to the interests of clients and the zealous pursuit of their adversarial objectives.” Id. at 370.


138 Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(d) advisory committee’s note to 1993 amendment.


141 See, e.g., Donaldson, supra note 140, at 28 ("Litigators are expected to monitor the deposition of their clients and other critical witnesses without acting like advocates."); Beckerman, supra note 8, at 522 ("[T]o the extent that success in litigation depends on strategic informational advantage, discovery, contrary to its inventors’ expectations, is the critical battlefield on which the war is waged."); Schwarzer, supra note 2, at 713 (contending that the Rules “have left it entirely to the bar to reconcile their adversarial habits with the implicit obligations of candor and cooperation, dealing only with sanctionable excesses under Rules 11, 26, and 37").
or aiding his or her client in the midst of another’s examination, and “[s]peaking,” “coaching,” or “suggestive” objections are categorically banned during federal depositions. As such, by reason of its concise, non-argumentative, and non-suggestive requirements, added to Rule 30 precisely so as to end a seeming deluge of toxic interruptions, Rule 30(c)(2) broadly proscribes “obstructive tactics that unreasonably prolong a deposition.”

Defiance, in turn, triggers Rule 30(d)(2), which authorizes the imposition of “an[y] appropriate sanction . . . on a person who impedes, delays, or frustrates the fair examination of the

142 Hall v. Clifton Precision, 150 F.R.D. 525, 528 (E.D. Pa. 1993); see also, e.g., Heriaud v. Ryder Transp. Servs., No. 03 C 0289, 2005 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 19378, at *4–23, 2005 WL 2230199, at *2–9 (N.D. Ill. Sept. 8, 2005) (documenting repeated instances of hostile conduct by deponent’s counsel); In re Stratosphere Corp. Secs. Litig., 182 F.R.D. at 621 (quoting Hall, if nonetheless agreeing with the premise that “that a questioning attorney is entitled to have the witness, and the witness alone, answer questions,” the interrogating counsel holding “the right to the deponent’s answers, not an attorney’s answers”); ARP v. Amezaga (In re Amezaga), 195 B.R. 221, 228 (Bankr. D.P.R. 1996) (admonishing counsel for “extensive and unnecessary colloquy, asserted groundless objections, improperly objected and took every opportunity to interrupt and argue with opposing counsel” in violation of the “limited role” assigned to deponent’s counsel by the Rules).

143 McDonough v. Keniston, 188 F.R.D. 22, 24 (D.N.H. 1998); see also, e.g., In re Neurontin Antitrust Litig., MDL No. 1479, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6977, at *40, 2011 WL 253434, at *12 (D.N.J. Jan. 25, 2011) (forbidding counsel from making “speaking, coaching or suggestive objections,” “making constant objections and unnecessary remarks,” or “stat[ing] that counsel does not understand the question”); Quantachrome Corp. v. Micromeritics Instrument Corp., 189 F.R.D. 697, 700 (S.D. Fla. 1999) (reprimanding counsel for making “speaking objections which amounted to providing the witness with counsel’s preferred answer to the question,” as “the witness must be allowed to provide an answer to the question, free from any influence by his counsel”); Armstrong v. Hussmann Corp., 163 F.R.D. 299, 303 (E.D. Mo. 1995) (“Attorneys are also prohibited from acting as an intermediary during their client’s deposition.”).


146 Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(d) advisory committee’s note to 1993 amendment; United States v. Elsass, No. 2:10-CV-336, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 66108, at *11, 2012 WL 1658921, at *4 (S.D. Ohio May 11, 2012); see also, e.g., Cary, supra note 52, at 588–93 (discussing the remedies available for the punishment of verbal attacks on clients, deponents, and other attorneys during depositions); Eugene A. Cook, Professionalism and the Practice of Law, 23 Tex. Tech L. Rev. 955, 973 (1992) (disparaging litigators who asked the opposing attorney to define such words as “when,” “where,” “own,” and “describe”). If the obstructing counsel truly finds the deposition abhorrent, he or she may resort to Rule 30(d)(3)—and hope a court agrees. Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(d)(3) (specifying the circumstances when a motion to terminate a deposition may be made).
Having specified how an objection must be expressed, Rule 32(b) and (d) limns the consequences of a lawyer’s silent acquiescence to defects in manner, form, and more. Pursuant to Rule 32(b), though subject to the parameters erected by Rules 28(b) and 32(d)(3), “an objection may be made at a hearing or trial to the admission of any deposition testimony that would be inadmissible if the witness were present and testifying.” To “an error or irregularity in a deposition notice,” failure to serve the objection “promptly” and “in writing on the party giving notice” effects a waiver. If a party wishes to object to an officer’s qualifications, the objection must be made “before the deposition begins” or “promptly after the basis for disqualification becomes known or, with reasonable diligence, could have been known.”

Rule 32(d)(3) deals with more substantive objections related to a deposition’s undertaking. Waiver of an objection to an “error or irregularity at an oral examination” under Rule 30 ensues so long as it is “not timely made during the deposition” and it falls within one of four categories: (1) “the manner of taking the deposition”; (2) “the form of a

---

148 Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(b); Gratton v. Great Am. Commc’ns, 178 F.3d 1373, 1374 (11th Cir. 1999) (“Rule 37 sanctions are intended to prevent unfair prejudice to the litigants and insure the integrity of the discovery process.”).
149 Carlucci v. Piper Aircraft Corp., 775 F.2d 1440, 1446 (11th Cir. 1985) (“[A]ll federal courts have the power, by statute, by rule, and by common law, to impose sanctions against recalcitrant lawyers and parties litigant.” (citing Rule 37 and 28 U.S.C. § 1927 (1985))).
154 Fed. R. Civ. P. 32(d)(3); United States v. Kearney, 560 F.2d 1358, 1364 n.6 (9th Cir. 1977).
question or answer, the oath or affirmation”; (3) “a party’s conduct”; or (4) “other matters that might have been corrected at that time.” A caveat as to waiver’s application appears in Rule 32(d)(3)(A) regarding an objection to “[a] deponent’s competence” or “the competence, relevance, or materiality of testimony”; generally, such a protest “is not waived by a failure to make the objection before or during the deposition, unless the ground for it might have been corrected at that time.” An objection to the form of a question posed during a written deposition leads to a waiver “if not served in writing on the party submitting the question within the time for serving responsive questions or, if the question is a recross-question, within 7 days after being served with it.”

B. Case Law: Simple Form Objections versus Precise Form Objections

Within the “misshapen body of rules that only conflicting principles could create,” two incompatible views regarding form objections have gained adherents. Neither side has yet attained primacy, with courts uninclined to punish behavior permitted by others. As the perusal of a handful of representative decisions reveals, upon the essential meaning of Rule 30(c)(2)’s second sentence—“An objection must be stated concisely in a nonargumentative and nonsuggestive manner”—and the mischief sought to be addressed by this clause—“Depositions frequently have been unduly prolonged, if not unfairly frustrated, by lengthy objections and


159 James W. McElhaney, Obeying at Depositions, Litig., Summer 1988, at 52.

160 The judiciary apparent reluctance to sanction even universally condemned conduct has frustrated many. See, e.g., Beisner, supra note 8, at 552; Beckerman, supra note 8, at 511, 518, 574. Regardless, the standard for such sanctions is generally viewed as rather high. For example, though the Rules “place virtually no limits on judicial creativity with respect to sanctions imposed under Rule 37 . . . a higher standard of due process protection is required where . . . the sanction is a fine designed to go beyond compensation and punish an attorney.” Bonilla v. Trebol Motors Corp., No. 92-1795 (JP), 1997 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 4370, at *22–23, 1997 WL 178844, at *7–8 (D.P.R Mar. 27, 1997) (citing Jaen v. Coca-Cola Co., 157 F.R.D. 146, 149 (D.P.R. 1994), and Media Duplication Servs., Ltd. v. HDG Software, Inc., 928 F.2d 1228, 1238 (1st Cir. 1991)), rev’d, 150 F.3d 88, 93–94 (1st Cir. 1998).

colloquy, often suggesting how the deponent should respond—have these warring sides fixated.

Ably representing one faction, objecting counsel must “say simply the word ‘objection,’ and no more,” one court ordered, “to preserve all objections as to form.” A particular apperception, premised on three interconnected notions, lay behind this strict attitude. First, counsel should “deal fairly and sincerely with the court and opposing counsel so as to conserve the time and expense of all, and that actions may be litigated in an orderly manner”; as to discovery, counsel is bound to honor the Rules’ “implicit obligations of candor and cooperation.” Second, even a proper objection, if packed too full, inevitably “interfere[s] with the deposing attorney’s pursuit of the truth and allow[s] the witness’s attorney to suggest answers.” If discovery is to be relatively economical, attorneys should be prevented from “mak[ing] any comments, either on or off the record . . . which might suggest or limit a witness’[] answer,” and an objection should no more than “succinctly and simply state the legal basis for the objection, with no additional commentary.” Instead of disrupting another’s questioning, counsel should “rely on the court to rule upon the objections if the parties use the deposition in later proceeding” and not impede the deposition entire by means of lengthy soliloquies, “sanctionable excesses” subject to “Rules 11, 26, and 37.” Third, discerning clarity in a muddled area, this juridical multitude has insisted that “form” delivers “sufficient explanation to notify the interrogator of the ground for the objection, and thereby allow

---

162 Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(d) advisory committee’s note to 1993 amendment.
165 Schwarzer, supra note 2, at 713.
171 Schwarzer, supra note 2, at 713.
172 See infra Part III.
As cumulatively weighed by this panoply of courts and scholars, these assumptions compel one decision regarding the requisite content of a form objection: because "form" suffices to make an objection "concise[ ]," Rule 30(c)(2) puts forward the simple form objection as a requirement and an ideal, an embargo codified in some districts’ local rules.

Others have rejected this straitened reading, resting on other presumptions. First, whenever "an objector . . . state[s] in a few words the manner in which the question is defective as to form (e.g., compound, vague as to time, misstates the record, etc.)," the questioner is "alert[ed] . . . to the alleged defect" and "afford[ed] an opportunity to cure the objection." Second, "[g]iven that 'form' may refer to any number

---


177 Id. (characterizing this process as “the general practice in Iowa”); accord Sec. Nat’l Bank of Sioux City, Iowa v. Abbott Labs., 299 F.R.D. 595, 601, 602 (N.D. Iowa 2014), rev’d, 800 F.3d 936 (8th Cir. 2015); see also Cincinnati Ins. Co. v. Serrano, No. 11-2075-
of objections, saying ‘form’ to challenge a leading objection is as useful as saying ‘exception’ to an excited utterance.”

In view of this inexpiable ambiguity, the pithy “form” cannot aid the examiner in rectifying a certain enquiry’s improper structure in the most efficient and direct of manners, too likely to induce wasteful rumination over any and all possible glitches and what corrections, if any, are in order in response to an expressly unidentified deficiency. Responding to these concerns, to this camp, an objection can only be “succinct and economical,” as Rule 30(c)(2) requires, when it instantaneously discloses its “basis.” In contrast, the perfunctory interjection of the talismanic “form” increases opacity and raises the odds of undue delay in discovery’s completion and, with it, a case’s just and speedy termination. So convinced, this scholarly and judicial mass contends that precise form objections do not contravene Rule 30’s bare text and accord with the Rules’ intrinsic spirit, assuming the objector does not surreptitiously “attempt to suggest an answer, or to influence or ‘coach’ the witness” in the same breath.

Noticing this divide, more than a few opinions have acknowledged the confusion over the right style for form objections generated by Rule 30(c)(2)’s second sentence. One court, for instance, recently refused to sanction form objections it deemed improper; despite its chagrin and conviction, it was unable to disregard the sanctuary offered to defendant’s position by a handful of contrary opinions wholly ignored by the parties. Yet another found Rule 30(c)(2) to require precise form objections, but it paradoxically endeavored to incentivize compliance with a requirement it

---

178 Abbott Labs., 299 F.R.D. at 601; see also infra Part III.
180 Birdline v. City of Coatesville, 225 F.R.D. 157, 158 (E.D. Pa. 2004) (describing Hall v. Clifton Precision, 150 F.R.D. 525 (E.D. Pa. 1993), as “thoughtful and instructive” but as “go[ing] too far in forbidding an attorney who defends a deposition . . . from making most objections and from instructing the witness not to answer an objectionable question”). Hall, the lodestar case within the strictest camp, is “controversial due to its strictness, and it is not followed in all jurisdictions.” Dickerson, supra note 42, at 292.
181 Cf. Damgaard v. Avera Health, No. 13-2192 (RHK/JSM), 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 46997, at *23–27, 2015 WL 1608209, at *8–10 (D. Minn. Apr. 10, 2015) (finding no basis for striking deposition due to counsel’s explanatory objections). Staking out an extreme position, one such inclined jurist has maintained that Rule 30(c)(2), read in conjunction with Rule 32(d)(3), actually “require[s]” lawyers to “state the basis for their objections.”
184 Abbott Labs., 299 F.R.D. at 603.
had just construed as mandatory and unambiguous.\(^{185}\) In explicating guidelines employing the identical phrasing embedded in Rule 32(d)(3)(B),\(^{186}\) a third court made several trenchant observations. “[T]he Guidelines talk about objections based on the ‘form’ of a question,” it admitted; such talk implies a prohibition on any more substantive commentary.\(^{187}\) But such an implication does not automatically follow, it continued, and this interdict is thus not inevitably violated when an objection “briefly specifies the nature of the form objection (e.g., ‘compound,’ ‘leading,’ ‘assume facts not in evidence’).”\(^{188}\) Uncertain, this court vouchsafed no “definitive opinion” as to whether the germane guideline permitted, much less endorsed, anything but a simple form objection.\(^{189}\)

III. SOURCES OF CONFUSION

\(I\) would just object to the form of the question.

As I read this, I can’t be certain as to what exactly she’s referring to at what point here . . .

Objection: calls for a legal conclusion, vague and ambiguous as to what ‘harm’ is.

I’m not sure how to answer that question.

Yes or no would work.”

I’m not sure how to answer that question.

Were you harmed by what they were doing—

What do you mean ‘harmed’? Harmed in what way are you


\(^{186}\) Compare FED. R. CIV. P. 32(d)(3)(B) (“form of a question or answer”), with D. KAN. DEPOSITION GUIDELINES ¶ 5(a) (“Objections shall be concise and shall not suggest answers to or otherwise coach the deponent.”).


\(^{188}\) Id.

asking me?
I'm – I'm – I'm glad to hear that [c]ounsel's coaching is effective.

A. Elastic Definition of “Form”

In legal discourse, the term “form” denotes “a category” into which at least twelve common objections fall: (1) ambiguous, vague, or unintelligible; (2) argumentative; (3) compound; (4) leading; (5) mischaracterizes or misquotes the witness’ prior testimony or misstates the record; (6) calls for a narrative; (7) calls for speculation; (8) asked and answered; (9) assumes facts not in evidence; (10) misleading; (11) lack of personal knowledge; and (12) witness’ answers that are beyond the question’s scope. Multiple courts place a lack of foundation in this grouping, but more than one has characterized such an objection as a relevance one. A similar divide exists as to an objection that a question is “overbroad,” an interruption predicated not on an evidentiary rule, but

190 Abbott Labs., 299 F.R.D. at 601 (emphasis in original).


194 From the Federal Rules of Evidence a handful of form objections can be mined, but far more have been refined in case law. See David J. Langum, Uncodified Federal Evidence
on Rule 26(b)(1). Often camouflaged, a “speaking,” “coaching,” “suggestive,” or “argumentative” objection “suggest[s an] answer[] to or otherwise coach[es] the witness.” As this persistent ambiguity about the meaning of “form” and the sheer number of such objections suggest, in the absence of any elaboration, a complaint regarding a question’s “form” may often refer to a multiplicity of discrete and otherwise distinguishable defects in a query’s initial structure. In informal practice as well as in formal understanding, “form” is a malleable classification, its quiddity fixed by neither dictionary nor custom. This verity makes ready lingual sense, as “the meaning of language is inherently contextual.”

B. Other Hurdles: Absent Standards and Discretionary Terms

While this uncertainty invites one set of problems, the Rules’ text begets others. As a general matter, while the discovery rules seemingly prioritize the virtue and the advisory committee’s valued commentary

Rules Applicable to Civil Trials, 19 WILLIAMETTE L. REV. 513, 516 (1983) (noting that the form objection that a question is leading is covered by Federal Rule of Evidence 611 but that “[m]any other objections as to form . . . are deeply rooted in the general common law and case authority, but are not mentioned in the Federal Rules [of Evidence]”); cf. Craig Lee Montz, Trial Objections from Beginning to End: The Handbook for Civil and Criminal Trials, 29 PEPP. L. REV. 243, 284–97 (2002) (listing some common “form” objections). A brief explanation for this dearth appears in the advisory committee’s note: “Spelling out detailed rules to govern the mode and order of interrogating witnesses and presenting evidence is neither desirable nor feasible.” FED. R. EVID. 611 advisory committee’s note.


Abbott Labs., 299 F.R.D. at 601.

See Mayor & City Council of Baltimore v. Theiss, 729 A.2d 965, 976 (Md. 1999); accord Abbott Labs., 299 F.R.D. at 603 (“When called upon to rule on an unspecified ‘form’ objection, a judge either must be clairvoyant or must guess as to the objection’s basis. Neither option is particularly realistic or satisfying.”).


SEDONA CONFERENCE, supra note 7, at 8.

almost consecrates it, the requirement of cooperation is entirely absent from the Rules’ body text, despite more than two decades of tinkering. Complicating any determination of the extent to which a party’s obligations is the fact that the relevant rules and commentary refer to “unreasonab[le]” conduct and “undue” costs and delay “without giving any clues as to how those conclusory terms should be interpreted.”

Perhaps ineluctably, this dearth has spawned “[c]ases interpreting the rules . . . in a similarly circular fashion,” themselves evidence of the delay and expense engendered by equity practice at its most unrestrained. Third, rooted in the pre-Rules past, the contemporaneous objection rule inlaid in Rule 32 was not (and could not be) enthused with the “fact-gathering” spirit of Rules’ deposition procedure. Rather, as the product of another time, it had been designed as part of a system in which the relevant “inquiry was strictly limited to preserving proof for trial, and not to be used as discovery” and was carried over unchanged into the far more liberal Rules. However one may try to fit it into the Rules’ discovery mechanism, historical happenstance may render such harmonization impossible.

persuasive scholarly commentaries—ordinarily the most persuasive—concerning the meaning of the Rules”.

See, e.g., FED. R. CIV. P. 26 advisory committee’s note to 1983 amendment; Marcus, supra note 55, at 748–50, 752–53 (discussing a number of proposed reforms, some of which were eventually adopted).
virtue, the near futility of reducing “undue” or “unreasonable” to graspable standards, and the vestigial quality of the contemporaneous objection rule—complicate the construal of Rules 30 and 32.

IV. A COHERENT INTERPRETATION OF RULES 30 AND 32

Okay. Objection; badgering. And that second part wasn’t a question, so move to strike. Asked and answered. Go ahead and answer one more time if you know. The next time I’m going to instruct you not to answer . . . .

Objection; asked and answered. You don’t need to answer again. I’ve already answered the question.

Five different ways and five different times.

Again, coaching and obstructionism.

A. Relevant Principles

With a federal rule, interpretation begins with its written terms,213 the text’s plain and unambiguous meaning214 controlling subject to at least five exceptions.215 Averred so absolutely and reflexively, this dominant approach’s emphasis on “plain meaning” can obscure one of its more critical components. Namely, “specific” and “general” context, perpetually informed by the relevant provision’s obvious and well-known purposes,216 will often determine the extent to which any word or phrase

---

215 A plain meaning will be rejected when an absurd result would follow, clear evidence of contrary intent exists, no plausible purpose would thereby be attained, it represents a scrivener’s mishap, or a conflict with the Constitution or substantive law would be engendered. Shachmurove, supra note 23, at 530–31 (summarizing the pertinent principles).
possesses a single operative meaning,\textsuperscript{217} imbued with one denotation and connotation.\textsuperscript{218} Notably, fidelity to this principle is expected regardless of the harshness of the resulting interpretation’s application,\textsuperscript{219} though courts have only inconsistently acquiesced\textsuperscript{220} and though the Rules were drafted

textual purpose but also (1) a word’s historical associations acquired from recurrent patterns of past usage, and (2) a word’s immediate syntactic setting—that is, the words that surround it in a specific utterance").


\textsuperscript{218} Robinson v. Shell Oil Co., 519 U.S. 337, 341, 117 S. Ct. 843, 846, 136 L. Ed. 2d 808, 813 (1997); see also, e.g., L.S. Starrett Co. v. FERC, 650 F.3d 19, 25 (1st Cir. 2011) ("Where there is no legislative history that illuminates the purpose of a particular statutory term, we are left with language, structure, and evident purpose." (alteration in original) (internal quotation marks omitted)); United States v. Onyeiwu, 108 F. App'x 94, 95 (4th Cir. 2004) (citing Robinson, 519 U.S. at 341); cf. Dole Food Co. v. Patrickson, 538 U.S. 468, 484, 123 S. Ct. 1655, 1665, 155 L. Ed. 2d 643, 658 (2003) (Breyer, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) ("Statutory interpretation is not a game of blind man’s bluff. Judges are free to consider statutory language in light of a statute’s basic purposes.").

Typically, "[ambiguity only exists so long as several plausible interpretations of the same statutory text, specific and different in substance, can be advanced." Stern v. Am. Home Mortg. Servicing, Inc. (\textit{In re Asher}), 488 B.R. 58, 64 (Bankr. E.D.N.Y. 2013); see also Shachmurove, supra note 23, at 530–34 (discussing the Court’s system for interpretation of ambiguous rules); cf. Amir Shachmurove, \textit{Sherlock’s Admonition: Vindicatory Contempts as Criminal Actions for Purposes of Bankruptcy Code § 362}, 13 DEPAUL BUS. & COM. L.J. 67, 74–77 (2014) (explaining the Court’s approach to construing ambiguous statutes).


partly so as to increase judicial discretion and lawyers' latitude. Unlike statutes, moreover, rules implicate the so-called “trans-substantivity doctrine,” which dictates that each rule “should be viewed, not as [an] isolated fragment[,] but as an integrated whole, and thus one rule cannot be read to circumvent another,” and the Rules Enabling Act. For this reason, the practical meaning of any discovery rule, including Rules 30 and 32, must not be deduced without consideration of the policies embodied in and strictures imposed by Rules 1 and 26; for this reason, the former must not be analyzed without cognizance of other provisions’ text and structure; and for this reason, no rule’s interpretation can upset


Subrin, Equity's Conquest, supra note 31, at 923–24. For instance, a recent dissent faults the majority for an interpretation “reminiscent of the writ-based common law pleading rules, which were so inflexible that a plaintiff that used the wrong writ was out of court,” and which “had become [so] rigid and rarified” that “a party could easily lose on technical rules.” Singer Mgmt. Consultants v. Milgram, 650 F.3d 223, 242 & n.2 (3d Cir. 2011) (Roth, J., dissenting) (quoting Subrin, Equity's Conquest, supra note 31, at 917 (internal quotation marks omitted)); see also, e.g., Varhol v. Nat'l R.R. Passenger Corp., 909 F.2d 1557, 1570 (7th Cir. 1990) (“When enacting the Rules, ‘the rulemakers wanted to escape the rigidities and technicalities that had attended the development of procedural codes . . . .” (quoting Shapiro, supra note 31, at 1975)).


Shachmurov, supra note 23, at 528–34 (outlining the relevant principles of rule interpretation); see also, e.g., Lozano v. Bosdet, 693 F.3d 485, 489 (5th Cir. 2012) (engaging in an “holistic interpretation” of Rule 4); United States v. McCoy, 313 F.3d 561, 568 (D.C. Cir. 2002) (Henderson, J., dissenting) (faulting the majority for “tortur[ing]” the meaning of Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32(b)(6)(D) by “[r]ending a few phrases” from a statute’s “broader context”); Allison v. Citgo Petroleum Corp., 151 F.3d 402, 412
a party’s statutorily gifted prerogatives.\textsuperscript{227} Lastly, despite the uniform
disdain with which the judiciary has treated legislative history, rulemaking
history, including the advisory committees’ notes, have been consistently
utilized by scholars and courts obliged to construe a federal rule.\textsuperscript{228} From
language so contextually understood is any rule’s operative meaning, its
unambiguous and plain one, derived.\textsuperscript{229}

B. Rules’ Intimations

1. Rule 30(c)(2)

“[S]tated concisely,” in “a manner” neither argumentative (“nonargumentative”) nor suggestive (“nonsuggestive”), an objection
must be under Rule 30(c)(2).\textsuperscript{230} Their purpose loudly proclaimed,\textsuperscript{231} this
sentence’s three short descriptors—“concisely” modifies “stated,” while
“nonargumentative” and “nonsuggestive” modify “manner”—reappear
without elaboration in the relevant advisory committee’s note. Pursuant
to “well established principles of interpretation,”\textsuperscript{232} these words’
denotations and connotations must be pinpointed, each hinting at Rule
30(c)(2)’s core command, if an objection’s befitting contours are to be
correctly drawn.

As typically deployed in legal texts and common speech, “concisely”
carries a specific and well-defined import, distinguishable from the

\textsuperscript{227} See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. § 2072; Semtek Int’l Inc. v. Lockheed Martin Corp., 531 U.S.
§ 2072); Ortiz v. Fibreboard Corp., 527 U.S. 815, 842, 119 S. Ct. 2295, 2313, 144 L. Ed.
2d 715, 738 (1999) (favoring a “limited construction” of Rule 23(b)(1)(B) that
“minimize[d] potential conflict with the Rules Enabling Act, and avoid[ed] serious
constitutional concerns”).

\textsuperscript{228} E.g., Amchem Prods., Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591, 614–17, 117 S. Ct. 2231.
Servs. Co. v. Brunswick Assoc’s Ltd. P’ship, 507 U.S. 380, 389, 113 S. Ct. 1489, 1495,
v. BFP Invs., Ltd., 150 F. App’x 978, 979 (11th Cir. 2005) (citing \textsc{Fed. R. Bankr. P. 9024}
advisory committee’s note (1983)). However, if Congress chooses to intervene and
override a committee’s particular proposal, its views should control. See Amir
Shachmurove, \textit{Bankruptcy Rule 7004 after Espinosa: A Timely Distinction between
Constitutional and Statutory Service}, NORTON BANKR. L. ADVISER, June 2014 (examining
one such example).

\textsuperscript{229} \textsc{Garner & Scalia}, \textit{supra} note 216, at 167–69.

\textsuperscript{230} \textsc{Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(c)(2)}.

\textsuperscript{231} \textsc{Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(d)} advisory committee’s note to 1993 amendment.

\textsuperscript{232} RadLAX Gateway Hotel, LLC v. Amalgamated Bank, 132 S. Ct. 2065, 2073, 182
L. Ed. 2d 967, 976 (2012); see also \textit{supra} Part IV.A.
meaning of the close and oft-confused “succinct” and “brief.” “Of speech or writing,” “concise” means “expressed in few words,” both “brief and comprehensive in statement” rather than “diffuse” or merely “brief.”

“Comprehensive” connotes “large content or scope,” a statement “inclusive” and “embracing,” a “comprehensive” statement must therefore encompass all relevant detail, responsive in full, and not an iota more or less. Lexicographically, a “concisely stated” objection, the kind of objection required by Rule 30(c)(2), is “brief” but “comprehensive,” and cannot lack critically relevant information. To be concise is to be brief, yet to also include all relevant data; to be succinct is to be no more than brief. Such is the plainest gist of the word “concise.”

This distinction finds support in other provisions, as “concisely” and such related yet dissimilar words as “clearly,” “simply,” and “directly” litter the Rules. For example, a complaint that does not put a defendant on notice of all relevant claims and includes “a morass of irrelevancies” is not “concise,” as Rule 8 demands. Instead, such a

233 Concise, Oxford English Dictionary (2d ed. 1989); accord Concise, Oxford English Dictionary Online (3d ed. 2011); see also Metro. Milwaukee Ass’n of Commerce, Inc. v. City of Milwaukee, 798 N.W.2d 287, 297 (Wis. Ct. App. 2011) (accepting that “the common meaning of concise” is “marked by brevity in expression or by compact statement without elaboration or superfluous detail,” a naturally disjunctive definition (citing Webster’s Third International Dictionary 471 (1993))).

234 Comprehensive, Oxford English Dictionary; accord Comprehensive, Oxford English Dictionary Online; cf. Clear Creek Conservancy Dist. v. Kirkbride, 719 N.E.2d 852, 856 (Ind. Ct. App. 1999) (Friedlander, J., dissenting) (noting that, while the majority had not explained “the meaning of ‘comprehensive’ in this context,” it could mean either “covers the matter completely, or nearly so, or . . . is sizeable”).

235 See Friends of Yosemite Valley v. Kempthorne, 520 F.3d 1024, 1037 (9th Cir. 2008) (noting that a river’s “comprehensive management plan” must address all relevant, “inseparable” elements).

236 Concise, Oxford English Dictionary; accord Concise, Oxford English Dictionary Online; see also Metro. Milwaukee Ass’n of Commerce, Inc. v. City of Milwaukee, 798 N.W.2d 287, 297 (Wis. Ct. App. 2011) (“The common meaning of ‘concise’ is ‘marked by brevity in expression or by compact statement without elaboration or superfluous detail.’” (quoting Webster’s Third New International Dictionary 471 (1993))).

237 Cf. Hodgson v. Humphries, 454 F.2d 1279, 1282 (9th Cir. 1972) (commanding a court’s order for “succinctly, concisely and commendably” defining the relevant issues); Fed. R. Bankr. P. 8014(a)(5), (7) (requiring “a concise statement of the applicable standard of appellate review” and “a succinct, clear, and accurate statement of the arguments made in the body of” an appellate brief).


240 Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(d)(1) (“Each allegation must be simple, concise, and direct.”).

pleading’s “lack of organization and basic coherence” renders it “too confusing to determine the facts that constitute the alleged wrongful conduct,” the antithesis of comprehensive. 242 In accordance with the presumption of consistent usage, 243 one of the foremost principles of construction, 244 a decision to inscribe one word—here, “concisely”—over “succinct,” “direct,” or “clear” in a specific rule’s text within the same statutory 245 scheme merits deference. 246 Indeed, this choice must be reckoned deliberate, any interpreter of Rule 30(c)(2) thereby bound to heed subtle distinctions in verifiable connotations.

242 Stanard v. Nygren, 658 F.3d 792, 797–98 (7th Cir. 2011) (quoting, among many, Garst, 328 F.3d at 378); see also Anderson v. Dist. Bd. of Trs. of Cent. Fla. Cmty. Coll., 77 F.3d 364, 366 (11th Cir. 1996) (noting that an improper complaint makes it “virtually impossible to know which allegations of fact are intended to support which claim(s) for relief”).


246 See, e.g., Sullivan v. Stroop, 496 U.S. 478, 484, 110 S. Ct. 2499, 2504, 110 L. Ed. 2d 438, 446 (1990) (summarizing “the normal rule of statutory construction that identical words used in different parts of the same act are intended to have the same meaning” (internal quotation marks omitted)); United States v. Poff, 926 F.2d 588, 591 (7th Cir. 1991) (“Courts often say that the choice of different words reflects an intent to say something different.”) (citing Zabielski v. Montgomery Ward & Co., 919 F.2d 1276, 1279 (7th Cir. 1990)); Energy Research Found. v. Def. Nuclear Facilities Safety Bd., 917 F.2d 581, 583 (D.C. Cir. 1990) (“[W]hen Congress employs the same word, it normally means the same thing, when it employs different words, it usually means different things.”) (quoting Henry J. Friendly, Mr. Justice Frankfurter and the Reading of Statutes, in BENCHMARKS 224 (1967))); cf. Samantar v. Yousuf, 560 U.S. 305, 317, 130 S. Ct. 2278, 2288, 176 L. Ed. 2d 1047, 1062 (2010) (“Drawing meaning from silence is particularly inappropriate . . . [when] Congress has shown that it knows how to [address an issue] in express terms.”) (alteration in original) (quoting Kimbrough v. United States, 552 U.S. 85, 103, 128 S. Ct. 558, 571, 169 L. Ed. 2d 481, 485 (2007))). Of course, this presumption “readily yields to context.” King v. Burwell, 135 S. Ct. 2480, 2493 n.3, 192 L. Ed. 2d 483, 498 n.3 (2015). Yet, especially when definitional distinctions exist and differently understood words have been inputted within the same compendium, i.e. the Rules, by seemingly careful drafters, this presumption is not easily overturned. At the very least, a substantive answer must be made, not silence chosen. In this particular case, moreover, context actually favors the presumption’s application. See infra Part IV.B.2–C.
In the maelstrom surrounding form objections, the plain import of Rule 30(c)(2)’s “concisely” is dispositive. Linguistically, if the exact basis for an objection cannot be fully conveyed by “form” alone, no objection can be deemed comprehensive, and it therefore cannot be branded “concise,” Rule 30’s sole explicit constraint. It thus greatly matters that, due to the inherent indeterminacy in the meaning of “form,” a simple form objection can never convey the sole salient grounds of another’s opposition. Such an objection may be deemed brief, but “form” is so diffuse in connotation that any number of inapposite bases, from “ambiguous” to “speculative” to even “foundation,” can be implied by its exclamation. By any real measure, the number of objections conceivably encompassed by the term “form” is too difficult to demarcate precisely and authoritatively, and “form” is too vague to incorporate each and every proper basis—and nothing more—when first stated. With “form” so devoid of patently ascertainable content, a simple form objection cannot be described as “comprehensive” and as “concisely stated”; only a precise form objection can be so characterized. Accordingly, if Rule 30(c)(2)’s gravid language is plainly read, an inference follows: the exact nature of the objection to form, whether “leading” or “ambiguous,” must be adduced for the objection to be “concise,” as Rule 30’s “comprehensive” requirement impliedly demands. While, short of unprovable telepathy between lawyers (and amateur grammarians), no simple form objection can guarantee this outcome, a precise form objection always can, its usage therefore consistent with Rule 30(c)(2)’s written text and certain purpose.

247 See supra Part III.A.
248 Id.
250 Abbott Labs., 299 F.R.D. at 602–03.
251 See Md. R. Civ. P. Cir. Ct. 2-415(g) committee’s note (“Objections should be stated as simply, concisely, and non-argumentatively as possible to avoid coaching or making suggestions to the deponent and to minimize interruptions in the questioning of the deponent. Examples include ‘objection, leading;’ ‘objection, asked and answered;’ and “objection, compound question.””). The Texas’ Rules of Civil Procedure incorporate the same “clear and concise,” “nonargumentative,” and “nonsuggestive” standard. Tex. R. Civ. P. 199.5(e). Interestingly, rule 199.5(e) appears to identify simple and precise form objections as equally acceptable. Id. Nonetheless, paragraph (f), applicable when instructions not to answer are given, states: “The attorney instructing the witness not to answer must give a concise, nonargumentative, nonsuggestive explanation of the grounds for the instruction if requested by the party who asked the question.” Id. 199.5(f). Many have construed this paragraph to permit only simple form objections in general. See, e.g., Alyson Nelson, Comment, Deposition Conduct: Texas’s New Discovery Rules End UP Taking Another Jab at the Rambos of Litigation, 30 Tex. Tech. L. Rev. 1471, 1492 (1999);
Focused on an objection’s disparate effects on different entities, Rule 30(c)(2)’s “non-argumentative” and “non-suggestive” requirements lend further support to this deduction. A “suggestive” assertion is “[c]alculated or fitted to suggest thoughts, ideas, [or] a course of action”; it decidedly “convey[s] a suggestion or hint” and “impl[ies] something that is not directly expressed.”252 Unsurprisingly, Black’s Law Dictionary defines a “suggestive question” as a “leading” one, and a “leading question” as “[a] question that suggests the answer to the person being interrogated.”253 An “argumentative” statement has a recognizable purpose—“influencing the mind”—and urges “a reason . . . in support of a proposition.”254 Under Rule 30(c)(2), an objection’s “manner,” i.e. its mode of presentation, must be non-suggestive and non-argumentative. Thus, even if a precise form objection seems to suggest an answer or evince hostility to the questioner’s line of inquiry, it does not run afoul of Rule 30(c)(2). Conversely, if that objection is stated in such a way as to affect the substantive content of a deponent’s answer by attempting to substitute the deponent’s natural and reflexive answer with his or her lawyer’s version, Rule 30(c)(2) will have been violated. Rule 30(c)(2)’s “non-suggestive” and “non-argumentative” prongs together predicate an objection’s propriety on the extent to which it can be said to reasonably affect the substantive tenor of a deponent’s testimony.

Crucially, as long as it is “verbally economical, stating the basis of the objection and nothing more” (e.g., “leading,” or “nonresponsive”),255 a precise form objection has no such certain effect. Having exposed no more than the pertinent question’s structural weakness, such an objection does not supplant the deponent’s natural and substantive response with the lawyer’s own. No deponent could reasonably glean from a precise form objection how the issue probed must be substantively answered, for the fact that a question is attacked as “ambiguous” or “asked and answered”
does not concurrently supply a deponent with his or her lawyer’s favored reply. In fact, regardless of the objection’s propriety and its making, the deponent must still answer the original demand if the questioner chooses not to remodel his or her defective question, and merely restating the question without any adjustment would leave the deponent with no other option. Realistically, therefore, a precise form objection is neither “suggestive” nor “argumentative” if it concerns, as it must, only a defect in form.256

Aside from this slight difference, precise and simple form objections are likely to have similar repercussions. Necessarily, a precise form objection triggers a dispute over the question advanced, and it does provide a deponent with a few more minutes to ruminate. Yet, a simple form objection does no less, for it too leads to a momentary pause and may prompt an argument between the antagonistically inclined. Moreover, as any resulting dispute centers on a question’s form, a precise form objection does not effectively swap the content of a witness’ answer with a lawyer’s preferred legal retort; only further commentary beyond “leading” or “compound” will lead to such a substitution by astute witnesses. In short, prone to the same abuse as its simpler analogue, a precise form objection is no more argumentative and suggestive than a simple form one, its use no more encumbered by Rule 30(c)(2)’s manner restrictions.

2. Rule 30(d)

Although not one directly concerns an objection’s style and form, three other paragraphs in Rule 30(d) bear on the debate over form objections.

Rule 30(d)(1) creates a “presumptive durational limitation”257 for every deposition of “1 day of 7 hours” in the absence of a stipulation or judicial order,258 though “[p]reoccupation with timing is [nonetheless] to be avoided.”259 The standard to be applied in adjudicating such extensions appears in the next sentence: if either the questioner needs “additional time” so as “to fairly examine the deponent” or “the deponent, another person, or any other circumstance impedes or delays the examination,” “additional time,” a request itself subject to Rule 26(b)(2)(C), may be

256 See Md. CIV. P. CIR. CT. 2-415(g) committee’s note; cf. People v. Williams, 294 P.3d 1005, 1024 (Cal. 2013) (so defining “argumentative”).
257 Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(d) advisory committee’s note to 2000 amendment.
A Defense of (Some) Form Objections under the FRCP

allowed. Rule 30(d)(2) empowers a court to “impose an appropriate sanction” on any person “who impedes, delays, or frustrates the fair examination of the deponent.” Mirroring Rule 30(d)(1), it bases sanctions on the extent to which “the fair examination of the deponent” has been impeded. Finally, Rule 30(d)(3)(A) permits “the deponent or a party” to terminate a deposition “on the ground that it is being conducted in bad faith or in a manner that unreasonably annoys, embarrasses, or oppresses the deponent or party.” Although Rule 30(d)(3)(A) does not explicitly codify a fairness standard, the advisory committee insisted that it did, explaining that a deposition’s termination is justified only if a “fair examination” is “unreasonably prolonged” or “improperly frustrated” by the making of “improper objections” or “an excessive number of unnecessary objections” or the “giving direction not to answer prohibited by paragraph (1).” In these three paragraphs, two words loom large: “fair” and “unreasonable.” Sprinkled with such inherently discretionary terms, Rule 30(d)(3) targets specific ills, its dominant message—that a deposition must be fair—relevant to the choice between simple and precise form objections in at least two ways.

First, in its modern iteration, Rule 30(d)(1) represents a deliberate and revealing truncation. Previously, Rule 30(d)(1) did not designate a witness’ fair examination as the measure for modifying the Rule’s time limitations; instead, it referenced “objections ‘to evidence’ and limitations on ‘evidence.’” “[T]o avoid disputes about what is ‘evidence’ and whether an objection is to, or a limitation is on, discovery instead,” however, these allusions were subsequently removed. In other words,
Rule 30(d)(1) was modified so as to minimize inherently vague objections that cannot but prolong a deposition by either inducing technical debates on the applicability of a particular objection or leaving the questioner uncertain about the specific defect in his or her question to which his opponent has objected. As the exactly germane meaning of “form” is rarely clear,\textsuperscript{269} the use of simple form objections stymies this aspiration’s realization. Because, by definition, such an objection fails to disclose its precise and exclusive root, a simple form objection encourages the kind of debate-inducing ambiguity and uncertainty that the advisory committee’s removal of any references to “evidence” in Rule 30(d)(1) was designed to inhibit. Unquestionably, the advisory committee wanted to avoid disputes over technicalities when a legitimate objection, necessitated by Rule 30(d)(3), is made; logically, any interpretation that interjects more uncertainty into Rule 30’s application cannot but interfere with this particular mission. Based on one deletion’s implication, then, precise form objections appear preferable to simple form ones, as they offer up detail and may consequently check needless obfuscation and, with it, controversy.

Second, Rule 30(d)’s standard appears either to favor precise form objections or, at the very least, not ban them outright. Rule 30(d)(1) and (2) predicate the granting of additional time or the imposition of sanctions on the extent to which a deponent’s “fair examination” has been arrested,\textsuperscript{270} and even a non-suggestive and non-argumentative objection permissible under Rule 30(c)(2) may be deemed “unnecessary,” punishable by these two paragraphs.\textsuperscript{271} According to the advisory committee, these provisions were inserted so as to “authorize[] the court to impose the cost resulting from obstructive tactics that unreasonably prolong a deposition on the person engaged in such obstruction.”\textsuperscript{272} “[O]verlong depositions,” resulting in “undue costs and delays in some circumstances,” spurred this requirement’s engraftment and the creation of Rule 30(d)(2)’s “good cause” standard.\textsuperscript{273} Ever variable, such an analysis incorporates “a variety of factors,”\textsuperscript{274} “includ[ing] events

\textsuperscript{269} Interestingly, per its comment, this decision seemingly reflected the advisory committee’s recognition of the problem posed by certain legal classifications’ amorphous character. “Form,” of course, is one such problematic label. See supra Part III.A.

\textsuperscript{270} FED. R. CIV. P. 30(d) advisory committee’s note to 2000 amendment.

\textsuperscript{271} FED. R. CIV. P. 30(d)(1)–(2); Craig v. St. Anthony’s Med. Ctr., 384 F. App’x 531, 533 (8th Cir. 2010).

\textsuperscript{272} FED. R. CIV. P. 30(d) advisory committee’s note to 1993 amendment.


\textsuperscript{274} FED. R. CIV. P. 30(d) advisory committee’s note to 2000 amendment.
occurring over a long period of time, the need fully to explore the theories upon which the witness relies, or, in multi-party cases, the need for each party to examine the witness with the understanding that duplicative questioning is to be avoided.”

Often, justification will be found “where new information comes to light triggering questions that the discovering party would not have thought to ask at the first deposition,” or “if the examining party was inhibited from conducting a full examination as a result of obstructive conduct at the first deposition.” Commentary defines a “fair” and “full” examination in the negative: “In general, counsel should not engage in any conduct during a deposition that would not be allowed in the presence of a judicial officer.”

If one honors this theme, any familiar type of form objection, whether precise or simple, cannot be deplored. As both forms reappear with regularity in American courtrooms, precise form objections cannot be derided as the “unreasonable” tocsins of an “unfair” trial. And, even if simple ones do meet the minimum of necessity, a judicious use of precise form objections that is targeted at patent defects does not amount to the “excessive number of unnecessary objections” sanctionable under Rule 30(d). Such circumspect interruptions address specific flaws with more precision than a simple form objection can ever accomplish, and they are not “unnecessary” so long as the defect professed actually plagues the question posed. A precise form objection may lengthen a deposition, but it does not provide the witness with an excuse not to respond in full to the question posed. In this context, a precise form objection does not manufacture an unjust impediment to the examiner’s line of inquiry, as the

278 See also Nat’l Bank v. Jones Day, 800 F.3d 936, 942 (8th Cir. 2015) (contending, based on this comment, that Rule 30(d) was intended to “deter” such conduct); Hunt v. DaVita, Inc., 680 F.3d 775, 780 (7th Cir. 2012) (“Coaching and private conferences on issues other than privilege) that would be inappropriate during trial testimony are not excused during a deposition merely because the judge is not in the room.”).
279 See also Craig v. St. Anthony’s Med. Ctr., 384 F. App’x 531, 533 (8th Cir. 2010) (observing that a record revealing “a substantial number of argumentative objections together with suggestive objections and directions to the deponent to refrain from answering questions without asserting a valid justification under Rule 30(c)(2)” provided “ample support” for the district court’s finding that opposing counsel had “impeded, delayed, or frustrated the deposition”).
280 This proposition is debatable. For example, “Objection, ambiguous,” or, “Objection, compound,” consists of no more words than “Objection, form.”
objection must be made to be preserved, the question must still be answered, and no civil trial has been made unfair by its muttering. In light of these reasons, precise form objections do not appear to be inherently “improper” or “unnecessary,” none normally verboten during a “fair examination.”

3. Rule 32(d)(3)

Leaving the phrase “objection to the form of a question” undefined, Rule 32(d)(3)(B) mostly treats such objections no differently than those to “the manner of taking the deposition” or a “party’s conduct.” Admittedly, it does require that such objections be “timely made during the deposition,” but it does not otherwise distinguish between “[a]n objection to an error or irregularity at an oral deposition” and one to “a deponent’s competence . . . or the competence, relevance, or materiality of testimony.” All objections to “form” and to “materiality,” it pronounces, will be deemed waived if the specific defect charged “might have been corrected” at the time of examination itself and if they were not then voiced. As written and conceived, the test for waiver in Rule 30(d)(3)(B) is intended to be congruent with Rule 30(c)(2)’s “concisely stated” criterion and differentiates amongst the law’s manifold objections on the basis of “whether the problem could have been cured at the deposition.”

283 Compare Fed. R. Civ. P. 32(d)(3)(B), with Fed. R. Civ. P. 32(d)(3)(A); Kirschner v. Broadhead, 671 F.2d 1034, 1037–38 (7th Cir. 1982) (concluding that objections to form, now encompassed by Rule 32(d)(3)(B), and to relevancy, presently covered by Rule 32(d)(3)(A), are waived if the relevant error could have been obviated during the actual deposition).
285 Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(d) advisory committee’s note to 1993 amendment (“While objections may, under the revised rule, be made during a deposition, they ordinarily should be limited to those that under Rule 32(d)(3) might be waived if not made at that time, i.e., objections on grounds that might be immediately obviated, removed, or cured, such as to the form of a question or the responsiveness of an answer.”); Southgate v. Vermont Mut. Ins. Co., No. CA 06-500 ML, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 45291, at *12, 2007 WL 1813547, at *4 (D. Vt. June 21, 2007).
286 James W. McElhaney, Objecting at Depositions, Litig., Summer 1988, at 52.
value in curing the alleged error in the deposition" and strives to “render technical objections based on errors and irregularities in depositions unavailable at trial.” Any other formulation will likely embolden counsel “to wait until trial before making any objections, with the hope that the testimony, although relevant, would be excluded altogether because of the manner in which it was elicited.” Though the objection may have once been curable, it has since lost its efficacy, and this silence will lead to the exclusion of evidence on the basis of a formality whose trespass could have been corrected without handicapping the search for truth, Title V’s famed ambition. It is such an unproductive outcome that is anathema to Rule 32(d)(3) and, by implication, the roughly coterminous Rule 30(f)(2), the maximization of an objection’s utility and the minimization of nonfunctional objections its chief interests.

Quite simply, a precise form objection can satisfy this focus in a way no simple form objection ever could. As a matter of pure denotation, the amorphous “form” can rarely aid the questioner, as Rule 32(d)(3) requires for waiver to be possible and as Rule 30(c)(2) implicitly requires for an objection to be properly formed. Toothalassic, in and of itself, a simple form objection does not divulge its specific ground short of improbable congruencies: a perfectly identical perception regarding every possible irregularity’s singular denotation and its natural application between contending lawyers and their shared and equal willingness not to exploit a technical defect for a later tactical advantage. Naturally, these two occurrences’ simultaneous probability is belied not only by the questioner’s willful decision to pose an enquiry despite what another lawyer finds to be an obvious defect in form but also by longstanding disagreements amongst scholars and courts about both the kind of objections subsumed within “form” and the particular relevance of any
one objection, such as “leading” or “ambiguous,” to numberless questions. As such, a precise form objection aligns with a utility-minded Rule 32(d)(3) for a single and simple reason. It affords the examiner the chance to promptly correct a mistake that may otherwise produce unclear answers in defiance of discovery’s venerable purposes, its utterance likelier to yield more unveiled facts and winnowed issues than the farraginous simple form objection.

By compelling a party to state its form objection’s basis, such an approach has an added practical benefit. It allows an outside observer, most especially a court asked to review a record of objections under Rule 30(d), to discern the extent to which the objection has been interposed for an improper motive. Forced to be specific about the alleged irregularity, an objector can no longer try to justify an interruption by ex post facto reasoning. During the deposition itself, the purported defect must be “timely” identified, making that interruption’s reasonableness and objector’s good faith easier to gauge ever afterward. In this way, precise form objections will make it much simpler for a court to punish the “abusive” exploitation of objections, no lawyer able to rely on the ambiguity inherent to “form” to explain away unmerited interruptions. If the question was not “asked and answered,” but he or she protested on that basis, that disturbance’s unnecessity is more evident. And if the question was not “compound,” but he or she objected for that reason, that interruption’s impropriety is more obvious. By itself, “form,” in contrast, offers the prized refuge of ambiguity, an objector’s bad faith harder to establish when “form” can imply so much. So understood, a precise form objection is rather useful, as will be shown more fully below.

C. Broader Context

The foregoing reading is bolstered by the Rules’ broader context, the verifiable vision which lies at their very center. In the words of one

291 Cf. 1 CHARLES T. MCCORMICK ET AL., MCCORMICK ON EVIDENCE § 6 (4th ed. 1992) (“It is a common misconception that all questions asking for a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer are leading.”).

292 See Peter M. Tiersma, The Language of Perjury: “Literal Truth,” Ambiguity, and the False Statement Requirement, 63 S. CAL. L. REV. 373, 421 (1989) (defining “an ambiguous question” as “one that has a number of fairly specific possible interpretations,” but noting that “[a] further possible classification, not usually made explicit by the courts, if the vague question,” within the law of perjury (emphasis in original)).


294 For more on this point, see infra Part IV.C.

295 Hunt v. DaVita, Inc., 680 F.3d 775, 780 (7th Cir. 2012) (highlighting the “fact-finding purpose of a deposition”); accord, e.g., Pain Ctr. of SE Ind., LLC v. Origin
court, “the purpose of a deposition is to memorialize testimony or to obtain information that can be used at trial or that eliminates the pursuit of issues or that inform decisions as to the future course of the litigation . . . before the recollection of events fade or ‘it has been altered by . . . helpful suggestions of lawyers.’”

Faced with counsel’s incessant pressure, examination and cross-examination afford a live witness “no opportunity to reflect and carefully shape the information given,” as the examiner can delve into another’s case and nitpick “the veracity and contours of” any statements made by means of “probative follow-up questions.” “The fact that the interrogation is conducted orally” maximizes the probability of extracting admissions and information that a witness may naturally “be reluctant to make or . . . hesitate to reveal.” Interrogatories may often be devastating, and a mental examination may occasionally reveal pivotal data. Nonetheless, in the judicial and scholarly


298 This belief may explain why oral depositions under Rule 30 are favored over written depositions pursuant to Rule 31. The latter questioning does not “permit the probing follow-up questions necessary in all but the simplest litigation” or allow counsel “to observe the demeanor of the witness and evaluate his credibility in anticipation of trial” and actually “provide[s] an opportunity for counsel to assist the witness in providing answers so carefully tailored that they are likely to generate additional discovery disputes.” Mill-Run Tours, Inc. v. Khoshoggi, 124 F.R.D. 547, 549 (S.D.N.Y. 1989) (citing for support Nat’l Life Ins. Co. v. Hartford Accident & Indem. Co., 615 F.2d 595, 599–600 n.5 (3d Cir. 1980), and Alliance to End Repression v. Rochford, 75 F.R.D. 428, 429 (N.D. Ill. 1976)); see also, e.g., United States v. $160,066.98 from Bank of Am., 202 F.R.D. 624, 630–31 (S.D. Cal. 2001) (discussing the disadvantages of written questions).


300 Holtzoff, supra note 93, at 209–10; see also Societe Nationale Industrielle Aerospatiale v. U.S. Dist. Ct. for S. Dist. of Iowa, 482 U.S. 522, 540 n.25, 107 S. Ct. 2542, 2553 n.25, 96 L. Ed. 2d 461, 481 n.25 (1987) (emphasizing discovery’s “fundamental maxim that mutual knowledge of all relevant facts gathered by both parties is essential to proper litigation” (internal quotation marks omitted)). This author made a point of emphasizing the non-deponent’s ability to circumvent Rule 34 by employing a subpoena ducem tecum. Holtzoff, supra note 93, at 220–221.


imagination, their importance pales before that of an oral deposition’s, its “rank high in the hierarchy of pre-trial, truth-finding mechanisms.”

Driven by this belief, “objections and colloqu[ies]” have been denounced for “unduly prolong[ing], if not unfairly frustrat[ing], [depositions].” They daily threaten another’s “ability to obtain meaningful testimony and unnecessarily add[ing] to the expense of litigation.” In the opinions of many, their ubiquity has rendered the attainment of Rule 30’s “underlying” purpose—“to find out what a witness saw, heard, or did—what the witness thinks—[through] a question-and-answer conversation between the deposing lawyer and the witness”—nearly impossible. When the Rules were re-hauled with the addition of Rule 30(c), the drafters hoped to minimize these dangers. That is to say, they remade discovery procedure so as to assure solely “testimony from the witness, not from counsel, and without suggestions from counsel” would be elicited and no “legally convenient record” could be molded by another’s disturbances.

A precise form objection, not a simple form one, effectively ensures these objectives’ fulfillment. By identifying a specific fault that may produce an answer unintentionally ambiguous, a precise form objection informs the questioner of an apparent defect’s nature. Now cognizant of the existence of one or more specific flaws, he or she can intelligently attempt to modify a question’s structure and pose another more likely to elicit meaningful testimony. Upon this correction, more easily and promptly completed once a particular question’s deficiency has been exactly identified, the utility of the answer given less likely to be hampered by an unknown structural imperfection which, if left uncorrected, can

---


307 Hunt v. DaVita, Inc., 680 F.3d 775, 780 (7th Cir. 2012).

provoke a response open to several contrasting substantive interpretations and not one reasonable exposition. In short, a precise form objection can lead to a better deposition, one which hones more issues and brings to the forefront more facts than an interrogation punctured by less targeted protestations.

In certain cases, precise form objection can do something more. Compelled to utter only such objections, the lawyer determined to interrupt an ostensible fair deposition must instantaneously commit to a single explicit ground rather than resort to the ever variable and expandable “form.”\(^{309}\) Presented with a transcript pullulated by precise form objections, a court can more readily determine the extent to which an objection was truly unnecessary, a punishable attempt to “unduly prolong” an examination.\(^{310}\) In effect, precise form objections can help facilitate the regulation of the obstreperous conduct inimical to the Rules’ essence and function, a means of mitigating the acrimony seen as characteristic of so many contemporary depositions.\(^{311}\) Whether widespread or not,\(^ {312}\) it is that rancor’s curtailment that has been the Rules’ secondary goal since discovery’s “highwater mark.”\(^ {313}\)

V. CONCLUSION

*Objection; relevance.*

*I don’t recall . . . .*

*Objection; asked and answered.*

*I don’t recall . . . .*

*Objection; calls speculation.*

*I don’t know . . . .*

*Objection; calls for attorney-client privileged information.*

*I don’t recall.*

In response to a seeming flood of frustrating objections, the Rules touching upon the oral deposition have been rejiggered again and again since 1978. Before 1938, objections to a question’s form had to be stated during a deposition’s course;\(^ {314}\) later they would also have to be “stated

\(^{309}\) *See supra* Part III.A.

\(^{310}\) *Fed. R. Civ. P.* 30(d) advisory committee’s note to 1993 amendment.

\(^{311}\) *See supra* notes 2, 6, 9, 13.

\(^{312}\) *See supra* note 13.

\(^{313}\) Marcus, *supra* note 55, at 748 (so describing the 1970 amendments); *see also supra* Part II.A

\(^{314}\) Moritz, *supra* note 14, at 1374.
concisely in a nonargumentative and nonsuggestive manner. Beyond these intimations, the Rules expressly proscribe no objection. This language, when construed in light of the purpose of discovery generally and the deposition particularly, has generated a perceptible juridical divide over the apposite content of a form objection. Some treat simple form objections as the Rules’ required mode, but others insist on the Rules’ preference for precise form objections. With the Rules so sparse, these incompatible decisions are the only guidance available for judges, lawyers, and litigants.

A thorough exegesis of Rules 30(c)(2) and (d) and 32(d)(3) and a fair understanding of the Rules’ broader context can, however, can finally put an end to this simmering controversy. Because the precise form objection coheres with the textual and the contextual commands of equity’s great heir, Rules 26, 30, and 32 recommend no other type. To wit, “form” alone will never do once reality has its say. Justice and efficiency, merits twined, then require something more, precision most of all.

Objection; asked and answered.

I already answered that question . . .

Objection; irrelevant; calls for a legal conclusion, violates attorney-client privilege.

---

315 FED. R. CIV. P. 30(c)(2).

316 Some states, however, do. See, e.g., N.J. R. Ct. 4:14-3(c).


318 See, e.g., Memory Integrity, LLC v. Intel Corp., 308 F.R.D. 656, 659 (D. Or. 2015) (noting that the “touchstone of permissible discovery is embodied in Rule 26(b)(1)” and, at the time, Rule 26(b)(2)(C), the latter’s language affixed to Rule 26(b)(1) upon December 1, 2015); Slagowski v. Cent. Wash. Asphalt, 291 F.R.D. 563, 576 (D. Nev. 2013) (quoting Rule 1 and “recognize[ing] that all parties in this action and the court have an interest in the speedy resolution of this action”); Nam v. U.S. Xpress, Inc., No. 1:11-cv-116, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 189719, at *3, 012 WL 10161528, at *1 (E.D. Tenn. June 25, 20012) (justifying the taking of a much more active role in a case’s management “[i]n order to regain control over its own docket, to protect its own resources from waste and abuse by the parties, and to ensure, as much as possible, the ‘just, speedy, and inexpensive determination’ of this case” (quoting Fed. R. Civ. P. 1))). Still, as one would expect, “[t]he essentials of justice” must “not be foregone for the sake of expediency.” Bethlehem Steel Co. v. NLRB, 120 F.2d 641, 661 (D.C. Cir. 1941) (Stephens, J., dissenting); cf. Van Skiver v. United States, 952 F.2d 1241, 1244 (10th Cir. 1991) (characterizing Rule 60(b)(6) as “grand reservoir of equitable power to do justice in a particular case”).
Answer the question.

I just wasn’t sure.